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Empirical evidence of DM from astrophysical observations at different scales

- interacts gravitationally, long lived and neutral 

- no information about its nature (what DM could be?) 

- only measured quantitative property is its mass abundance 

- very large set of possible DM masses can account for observed final relic density
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What do we know about dark matter? 

TeVGeVMeV
DM mass 

scale 

WIMPslight DM

dark sector
primordial back 

holes O(1058 GeV)
axions (10-6eV) 

sterile neutrinos (keV)

*thermal production

Thermal DM must have some non-gravitational interactions with SM particles 

 

- dark sector: DM and mediator part of a separate “dark SM” with portal link to SM, 

                    can be fairly minimal or with composite dark sectors

GeV-TeV:  
- WIMP models, DM itself can have 

small couplings to SM particles 
- most minimal scenario, no other 

new particles or interactions 
required

MeV-GeV: 

- avoid DM overproduction with new 
mediator below weak scale 

- new state must have suff. small 
SM coupling for consistency with 
collider searches
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* explain its production 
and prerequisite for 

detection 
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SM

SM

SM

SM

SM

SM

annihilationproduction

scattering

Assuming DM-SM interactions enables different searches: 

- indirect detection, products from DM annihilation  

- direct detection, nuclear recoils from DM-nuclei scattering 

- colliders: DM production 

  

Complementarity essential: eg. info about lifetime in case of 
DM discovery at colliders (~10-7s), particle properties compared 
with cosmological constraints
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How can we study DM interactions with SM? 
Where and how to look? 

MeV-GeV: 

- suff. small SM coupling and below weak scale 

- → high-intensities 

GeV-TeV:  

- extensions of the SM at the GeV-TeV scale 

- → high-energies 

- dark sector mediators could be heavy, light, and/or long-lived 

can have rich connections and complementarity between type 
of experiments
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frontier 

- fixed target 

- beam dump

known physics

Mev- GeV sector less 
constrained. Can 

address many open 
physics problems
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Dark matter phenomenology 

Simplified models 

- one new mediator (spin-1 or spin-0), one DM particle 

- limited parameters set (mDM, mmed, gq, gDM)  

- Higgs boson could be the SM-DM mediator 
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Simplified models:  
SM/BSM mediator

Specific models:  
eg. 2 Higgs 

Doublet Model

simpler

Complete models:  
eg. MSSM

(less
 parameters

)
more co

mplex

(more parameters
)

interaction type define 
most sensitive signatures

Energy frontiers: GeV, TeV Intensity frontiers: MeV- GeV 

- dark sector’s small couplings to SM makes it 
challenging to detect, but … guides towards 
allowed relevant interactions: 

vector: mediated by a dark vector boson (dark 

photon) that mixes with SM photon 

scalar: mediated by a new scalar dark Higgs 
mixing with the SM Higgs boson, which leads to 
couplings to fermions.  

fermion: mediated by a heavy neutral lepton 
(HNL) that can mix with SM neutrinos 

pseudo-scalar: a axion-like particle can have 
couplings to SM fermions or gauge bosons 

Signatures: 

- invisible: production of DM through the decay of a portal/SM particles 

- visible: dark mediator particles can decay back to SM particles (especially if sector’s lightest state) 

- displaced (long-lived): production of dark sector particle with significant lifetime that decays visibly to SM
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LHCb at LHC 

- single-arm spectrometer originally devoted to heavy flavour physics, 
now a general purpose experiment 

- triggers with low pT thresholds, probes rapidity region only partially accessible 
to other LHC experiments  

- excellent vertex, mass and lifetime resolution, particle identification 
- can operate in collider and fixed target mode
- pp collisions: ~1/20 ATLAS/CMS, reduced luminosity by offset beam collisions

ATLAS and CMS multipurpose detectors at LHC 

- goals: precision test of SM, search for new physics 

- particle identification, energy and momenta measurements 
- trigger system: select events interesting for physics analysis 
- pp collisions 

- Run2: 13 TeV, ~140 fb-1 | Run3: 13.6 TeV, already collected ~70fb-1 

- more than 8.5 million Higgs boson produced! 

- DM could be produced at colliders (rare process):  

- invisible signature: no direct trace in the detector, but …  

- can be inferred from pT imbalance (MET)  

- need visible particle to which DM particle recoils against “mono-X”

 10

Collider experiments: ATLAS, CMS, LHCb  
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How do we search for DM at colliders? 

 12

1- Selection: DM appears as excess of events in MET tail wrt SM (or peak)  

- invisible: no striking signature, eg. mass peak, mT kinematic endpoint 

- look for excess in region enriched in signal (signal region - SR) 

2- Bkg: precise modeling, evaluation of SM processes in SR essential 

- achieved through use of multiple control regions (CRs) 

3- Results: Compare SM predictions with data 

- excess of events in data. Did we find DM?  

- no excess, interpret result in terms of theory model parameters 

Mmed

Li
m

its
 o

n 
σ/
σ t

h

exp
±1σ
±2σ
obs.

26 January 2017 - PhD defense                                 Deborah Pinna - UZH  

Data analysis: strategy 
1. DM appear as event excess in MET tail wrt SM  

- look for excess in region enriched in signal 
(signal region - SR) 

2. Essential good modeling and evaluation of other 
processes in SR (background - bkg) 

- improve bkg description from region deprived of 
signal and enhanced in bkg (control region - CR) 

- CR must be kinematically similar to SR 

3. Compare SM predictions with data 

- excess of events in data. Did we find DM?  

                                                                        

SR

DM signal
SM bkg
data

MET

SM bkg
data

SM bkg
data

MET…

CRs

MET

26

DM signal
SM bkg
data

MET

SM bkg
data…MET

SM bkg
data

accurate E calibration/resolution of visible objects ("fake" MET from mis-measured jets) 

precise particle reconstruction and identification 

mitigate effects from additional pp collisions (pile-up)  

MET thresholds affected by trigger (very high collision rates)

Experimental challenges for invisible signatures
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Signature: large MET (recoil) and ≥1 high-pT visible particle
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Simplified models and extensions
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ATLAS: PLB842(2023)
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2851848
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-045/
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.231801
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2023.137963
https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2303.01214
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ATLAS DRAFT
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Figure 11: Observed and expected cross section limits for the light-vector model with light dark-sector (left) and
heavy dark-sector (right), shown for the electron channel (top), muon channel (middle) and the combined dilepton
channel (bottom). The limits are obtained by combining the three SRs. The theory curves for 6✓ = 0.05 and 6✓ = 0.1
are obtained by assuming that the cross section scales as 62✓ .
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1- Selection:

DM+Z’ search 

Z’ l+

l-

DM

DM

1 opposite-sign ee/µµ pair 
0 b-tagged jets, MET > 55 GeV 
mll above Z peak 
events categorized on MET 
significance values

3- Results: combined fit of SRs and CRs (systematic unc. included as nuisance parameters) 

- interpretation in terms of DM model: upper limits at 95% CL on cross section

(*)benchmark for parameters: 
heavy and light dark-sector

Dark-Higgs model 

- hD and DM dark-sector particles 
- hD radiated from Z’, decays in DM
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1 Introduction30

Numerous cosmological observations indicate that a large part of the mass of the universe is composed of31

dark matter (DM), yet its exact, possibly particle, nature and its connection to the Standard model (SM) of32

particle physics remain unknown. The discovery of DM particles and its interactions with SM particles33

is one of the greatest quests in particle physics and cosmology today. Several di�erent experimental34

approaches are being exploited. Indirect detection experiments search for signs of DM annihilation or35

decays in outer space, while direct detection experiments are sensitive to low-energy recoils of nuclei36

induced by interactions with DM particles from the galactic halo. The interpretation of these searches is37

subject to astrophysical uncertainties in DM abundance and composition. Searches at particle colliders,38

for which these uncertainties are irrelevant, are complementary if DM candidates can be produced in39

particle collisions. Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), one of the most commonly considered40

candidates for DM, could be produced in proton–proton (??) collisions at the Large Hadron Collider41

(LHC) and detected by measuring the momentum imbalance, missing transverse energy (⇢miss
T ), associated42

with the recoiling SM particles.43

This analysis focuses on DM production in association with a new neutral vector boson /
0 [1] decaying to44

a pair of same-flavour light leptons (4+4�/`+`�). It extends the existing inclusive resonant searches in the45

dilepton final state at LHC [2, 3] by adding a requirement on the missing transverse energy. This search is46

complementary to the results presented in Ref. [4], which explored the hadronic decays of the /
0 boson47

assuming no coupling to leptons, and improves upon those presented in Ref. [5], which explored the dimuon48

decay of the /
0 boson using 11.6 fb�1of CMS open-data at a centre-of-mass energy of

p
B = 8 TeV.49

This analysis considers two example benchmark models [1]: the dark-Higgs model, shown in Figure 1(a),50

and the light-vector model, shown in Figure 1(b). In the dark-Higgs model, a dark-sector Higgs boson ⌘D51

can be radiated from the /
0 boson and decay to a pair of dark matter particles (jj). In the light-vector52

case, the /
0 boson has an o�-diagonal coupling to the j1 and j2 dark-sector particles and thus the heavier53

state j2 decays to a lighter dark matter candidate j1 and a /
0.54
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for / 0 production and leptonic decay in association with missing transverse energy
in (a) the dark-Higgs and (b) the light-vector model.

Both models have six free parameters: the masses of the /
0 and the dark-sector particles, as well as relevant55

couplings of the /
0 to other particles. In each model there are two dark-sector particles: ⌘D and j in the56

dark-Higgs model and j1 and j2 in the light-vector model. Following recommendations in Ref. [1], two57

benchmark scenarios are considered for each model: the heavy and the light dark-sector. The parameters58

assumed for this study are consistent with those used in the hadronic /
0 search [4] and are summarized in59

Table 1. The search is performed for / 0 masses above 200 GeV.60
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in (a) the dark-Higgs and (b) the light-vector model.

Both models have six free parameters: the masses of the /
0 and the dark-sector particles, as well as relevant55

couplings of the /
0 to other particles. In each model there are two dark-sector particles: ⌘D and j in the56

dark-Higgs model and j1 and j2 in the light-vector model. Following recommendations in Ref. [1], two57

benchmark scenarios are considered for each model: the heavy and the light dark-sector. The parameters58

assumed for this study are consistent with those used in the hadronic /
0 search [4] and are summarized in59

Table 1. The search is performed for / 0 masses above 200 GeV.60
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Figure 11: Observed and expected cross section limits for the light-vector model with light dark-sector (left) and
heavy dark-sector (right), shown for the electron channel (top), muon channel (middle) and the combined dilepton
channel (bottom). The limits are obtained by combining the three SRs. The theory curves for 6✓ = 0.05 and 6✓ = 0.1
are obtained by assuming that the cross section scales as 62✓ .
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3- Results: combined fit of SRs and CRs (systematic unc. included as nuisance parameters) 

- interpretation in terms of DM model: upper limits at 95% CL on cross section
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- hD radiated from Z’, decays in DM
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T ), associated42
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0 [1] decaying to44
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complementary to the results presented in Ref. [4], which explored the hadronic decays of the /
0 boson47

assuming no coupling to leptons, and improves upon those presented in Ref. [5], which explored the dimuon48

decay of the /
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can be radiated from the /
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for / 0 production and leptonic decay in association with missing transverse energy
in (a) the dark-Higgs and (b) the light-vector model.

Both models have six free parameters: the masses of the /
0 and the dark-sector particles, as well as relevant55

couplings of the /
0 to other particles. In each model there are two dark-sector particles: ⌘D and j in the56

dark-Higgs model and j1 and j2 in the light-vector model. Following recommendations in Ref. [1], two57

benchmark scenarios are considered for each model: the heavy and the light dark-sector. The parameters58

assumed for this study are consistent with those used in the hadronic /
0 search [4] and are summarized in59
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1- Selection: events categorized based on #leptons

DM+WW search 
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2- Bkg: 

- tt, tW, 
W+jets (1l), 
Z+jets, WW 
(2l) main bkg, 
from CRs

3- Results: combined fit of SRs and CRs (systematic unc. included as nuisance parameters) 

- interpretation in terms of DM model: upper limits at 95% CL on cross section

Dark-Higgs model 

- s can be lighter than DM, observed 
relic can be attained 
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Figure 1: Representative Born-level Feynman diagrams for the benchmark signal model con-
sidered in this note: qq ! Z0 ! scc, and s ! W+W�.

2 The CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diame-
ter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip
tracker, a lead tungsten crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintilla-
tor hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward
calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity (h) coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detec-
tors. Muons are detected in gas-ionization chambers embedded in the steel flux-return yoke
outside the solenoid. The first level of the CMS trigger system [25], composed of custom hard-
ware processors, is designed to select the most interesting events within a time interval less
than 4 µs, using information from the calorimeters and muon detectors, with the output rate
of up to 100 kHz. The high-level trigger processor farm further reduces the event rate to about
1 kHz before data storage. A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a
definition of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in
Ref. [26].

3 Data and simulated samples
The proton-proton (pp) collision data analyzed for this note were collected at a

p
s = 13 TeV

center-of-mass energy during 2016, 2017, and 2018, with integrated luminosities of 36.3, 41.5,
and 59.8 fb�1, respectively [27–29]. The average number of multiple interactions per event is
approximately 23 for the 2016 data, and 32 for the 2017 and 2018 data.

Events are written to disk if they satisfy the selection criteria of online triggers requiring one
or two leptons (electrons or muons) with a minimum transverse momentum (pT) requirement.
The lowest pT thresholds for the double-lepton triggers are 23 GeV for the leading lepton and
12 GeV for the trailing lepton. The single-lepton triggers in the 2016 data set have pT thresholds
of 25 GeV for |h| < 2.1 and 27 GeV for 2.1 < |h| < 2.5 for electrons, and of 24 GeV for muons.
In the 2017 data set, the corresponding thresholds are increased to 35 and 27 GeV, while in the
2018 data set they are 32 and 24 GeV. The trigger efficiency is measured using Z+jets events
and is larger than 90% for both electrons and muons over the given h range.

Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events are used for modeling both signal and background. Event
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Figure 3: Unrolled m`` -m` min,pmiss

T
T post-fit distributions in the di-leptonic channel for three

signal regions SR1 (top left), SR2 (top right), and SR3 (bottom), for the full data set. The his-
togram bins are spaced uniformly. Each group of five bins (from left to right) corresponds to
the m` min,pmiss

T
T distribution in a m`` region, placed in ascending order. The black line indicates

the signal prediction for ms = 160 GeV, mc = 100 GeV, mZ0 = 500 GeV.
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Comparison to the observed DM relic density can indicate the preferred model parameters.
Therefore relic density calculations are preformed with the current dark Higgs model assump-
tions using MADDM [75]. When the dark Higgs mass is lower than the DM mass, DM an-
nihilation to two s is on-shell reducing the relic density compared to models with only Z0 as
mediator. In the case when ms ⇡ 2mc, the WIMPs can be converted to SM particles through
an on-shell dark Higgs resosnance. This reduces the relic density heavily. Gray lines in Fig. 5
indicate were the model parameters produce exactly the current measurement of the observed
relic density [7].

In this analysis only the decay of the dark Higgs boson to a pair of visible W bosons is consid-
ered; this decay mode is dominant in the phase space analyzed. In the case where ms � 2mc,
however, the dark Higgs boson decays predominantly to a pair of DM particles. The conse-
quence of this change of decay mode can be seen in Fig. 5: there is a boundary reflecting a
sharp drop of sensitivity in the upper-left (upper-right) plot corresponding to ms equal to twice
the DM particle mass of 100 GeV (150 GeV).

This analysis extends the search to a wider DM mass range than in previous results [23, 24],
from 100 GeV to 300 GeV. For mDM = 200 GeV and ms = 160 GeV, this analysis excludes up to
mZ0 ⇡ 2200 GeV, while for mZ0 = 700 GeV, it excludes ms masses up to ⇡ 350 GeV.
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Figure 5: Observed (expected) exclusion regions at 95% CL for the dark Higgs model in the
(ms, mZ0 ) plane, marked by the solid red (black) line. The expected ± 1s and ± 2s bands are
shown as the thinner black lines. Upper left: mc = 100 GeV, upper right: mc = 150 GeV,
lower left: mc = 200 GeV, lower right: mc = 300 GeV. The gray line indicates were the model
parameters produce exactly the observed relic density Wch2 = 0.12 [7].

10 Summary
A search for dark matter particles produced in association with a dark Higgs boson has been
presented. A sample of proton-proton collision data at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV is

(*) first CMS result on dark-Higgs model
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3- Results: combined fit of SRs and CRs (systematic unc. included as nuisance parameters) 

- interpretation in terms of DM model: upper limits at 95% CL on cross section

Dark-Higgs model 
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DM, observed relic can be attained
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Figure 1: Representative Born-level Feynman diagrams for the benchmark signal model con-
sidered in this note: qq ! Z0 ! scc, and s ! W+W�.

2 The CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diame-
ter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip
tracker, a lead tungsten crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintilla-
tor hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward
calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity (h) coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detec-
tors. Muons are detected in gas-ionization chambers embedded in the steel flux-return yoke
outside the solenoid. The first level of the CMS trigger system [25], composed of custom hard-
ware processors, is designed to select the most interesting events within a time interval less
than 4 µs, using information from the calorimeters and muon detectors, with the output rate
of up to 100 kHz. The high-level trigger processor farm further reduces the event rate to about
1 kHz before data storage. A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a
definition of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in
Ref. [26].

3 Data and simulated samples
The proton-proton (pp) collision data analyzed for this note were collected at a

p
s = 13 TeV

center-of-mass energy during 2016, 2017, and 2018, with integrated luminosities of 36.3, 41.5,
and 59.8 fb�1, respectively [27–29]. The average number of multiple interactions per event is
approximately 23 for the 2016 data, and 32 for the 2017 and 2018 data.

Events are written to disk if they satisfy the selection criteria of online triggers requiring one
or two leptons (electrons or muons) with a minimum transverse momentum (pT) requirement.
The lowest pT thresholds for the double-lepton triggers are 23 GeV for the leading lepton and
12 GeV for the trailing lepton. The single-lepton triggers in the 2016 data set have pT thresholds
of 25 GeV for |h| < 2.1 and 27 GeV for 2.1 < |h| < 2.5 for electrons, and of 24 GeV for muons.
In the 2017 data set, the corresponding thresholds are increased to 35 and 27 GeV, while in the
2018 data set they are 32 and 24 GeV. The trigger efficiency is measured using Z+jets events
and is larger than 90% for both electrons and muons over the given h range.

Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events are used for modeling both signal and background. Event
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Figure 3: Unrolled m`` -m` min,pmiss

T
T post-fit distributions in the di-leptonic channel for three

signal regions SR1 (top left), SR2 (top right), and SR3 (bottom), for the full data set. The his-
togram bins are spaced uniformly. Each group of five bins (from left to right) corresponds to
the m` min,pmiss

T
T distribution in a m`` region, placed in ascending order. The black line indicates

the signal prediction for ms = 160 GeV, mc = 100 GeV, mZ0 = 500 GeV.
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Comparison to the observed DM relic density can indicate the preferred model parameters.
Therefore relic density calculations are preformed with the current dark Higgs model assump-
tions using MADDM [75]. When the dark Higgs mass is lower than the DM mass, DM an-
nihilation to two s is on-shell reducing the relic density compared to models with only Z0 as
mediator. In the case when ms ⇡ 2mc, the WIMPs can be converted to SM particles through
an on-shell dark Higgs resosnance. This reduces the relic density heavily. Gray lines in Fig. 5
indicate were the model parameters produce exactly the current measurement of the observed
relic density [7].

In this analysis only the decay of the dark Higgs boson to a pair of visible W bosons is consid-
ered; this decay mode is dominant in the phase space analyzed. In the case where ms � 2mc,
however, the dark Higgs boson decays predominantly to a pair of DM particles. The conse-
quence of this change of decay mode can be seen in Fig. 5: there is a boundary reflecting a
sharp drop of sensitivity in the upper-left (upper-right) plot corresponding to ms equal to twice
the DM particle mass of 100 GeV (150 GeV).

This analysis extends the search to a wider DM mass range than in previous results [23, 24],
from 100 GeV to 300 GeV. For mDM = 200 GeV and ms = 160 GeV, this analysis excludes up to
mZ0 ⇡ 2200 GeV, while for mZ0 = 700 GeV, it excludes ms masses up to ⇡ 350 GeV.
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Figure 5: Observed (expected) exclusion regions at 95% CL for the dark Higgs model in the
(ms, mZ0 ) plane, marked by the solid red (black) line. The expected ± 1s and ± 2s bands are
shown as the thinner black lines. Upper left: mc = 100 GeV, upper right: mc = 150 GeV,
lower left: mc = 200 GeV, lower right: mc = 300 GeV. The gray line indicates were the model
parameters produce exactly the observed relic density Wch2 = 0.12 [7].

10 Summary
A search for dark matter particles produced in association with a dark Higgs boson has been
presented. A sample of proton-proton collision data at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV is

(*) first CMS result on dark-Higgs model
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DM-SM interactions mediated by Higgs boson: coupling to DM enhance H invisible decays (SM ~0.1%) 

Higgs production as in SM 

- gluon fusion (MET+j)             

- associated VH (MET+V), ttH (MET+tt) 

- vector-boson fusion (MET+2jets)

3- Results: combination of results from various Higgs production,  
                     translated into a spin-independent DM-nucleon elastic scattering xsec limit: 
                        - mDM < mH/2, interaction between DM and nucleus mediated by H exchange

Higgs: a portal to the invisible? 
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Di-muon low-mass resonances
1 - Selection: resonance appears as peak wrt SM invariant mass

1 opp.-sign μ pair, categories on pT(μμ) 

dedicated μμ trigger: low pT thresholds, high rate, retain 
only 4-momentum, isolation, track information 
muon identification based on MVA techniques 

2 - Bkg:  
- known resonances, D meson decays to kaons (from CR) 

3- Results: fit to µµ invariant mass, upper limits at 90% CL on  
                     mixing coefficient ε
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other SM particles. The squared kinetic mixing coefficient e2 above 2 (9) ⇥ 10�7 is excluded
at mZD

= 2 (7)GeV. The presented results complement the previous CMS search at larger
masses [15].

Figure 5: Observed upper limits at 90% CL on the square of the kinetic mixing coefficient e in
the minimal model of a dark photon from the CMS search in the mass ranges 1.1–2.6 to 4.2–
7.9 GeV (pink). The CMS limits are compared with the existing limits at 90% CL provided by
the LHCb experiment [14] (blue) and BaBar experiment [12] (gray).

In the 2HDM+S scenarios, the limits from the high-pT selection are converted to an upper limit
on the mixing angle qH as a function of the light pseudoscalar boson mass. The recasting of the
limit is performed under the assumption of tan b = 0.5 according to the following relation:

spp!a · sin2(qH) · B · A = slimit, (2)

where spp!a is the production cross section of pseudoscalar a, slimit is the model independent
limit, B is the branching fraction of a ! µ+µ�, and A is the acceptance. The spp!a is computed
from the HIGLU generator at NNLO using the NNPDF3.0 PDF set [28] and assuming QCD
scales µ = 0.5ma, as in the LHCb search [42]. Uncertainties in the theoretical cross section
for pseudoscalar production via gluon fusion are found by varying the renormalization and
factorization scales by a factor of 2. These uncertainties are around 90% at ma = 1.18 GeV and
gradually reduce to 10% at ma > 4.2 GeV. The uncertainty in the gluon fusion acceptance is
estimated by comparing the values obtained between PYTHIA and MADGRAPH, and is found
to be about 30%.

Observed upper limits at 90% CL are presented in Figure 6. Values of sin(qH) above around
0.01 (0.08) are excluded at ma = 2 (7)GeV with fixed tan b = 0.5. The limits derived from this
search in the low-mass region are found to be competitive with recently reported results from
the LHCb experiment [42] below the charmonium peaks and better above them.

9 Summary
A search for a prompt narrow resonance decaying to a pair of muons is presented using proton-
proton collision data recorded by the CMS experiment at

p
s = 13 TeV in 2017 and 2018. The

search is performed in the dimuon mass region between 1.1–2.6 GeV and 4.2–7.9 GeV using
data collected with high-rate dimuon triggers in a dedicated dimuon scouting stream, corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of 96.6 fb�1. Compared with the previous prompt res-
onance search for larger resonance masses [15], a dedicated multivariate analysis method is
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with the vertex transverse displacement of less than 3.5 standard deviations (red).
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gap is now largely 
excluded by this analysis 

Z’ vector boson in 4μ signatures
1- Selection: signal events appears as peak wrt SM invariant mass spectrum

at least 4µ, 1st pair with mass closest to mZ, 2nd with highest mass 
4µ event selection with neural netw. techniques to recover sensitivity 

2- Bkg: 

- Z+jets, tt, WZ main bkg, normalized from CR 

3- Results: fit to µµ invariant mass (systematic unc. included as  
                     nuisance parameters)
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Figure 5. The p0-value scan across the Z ′ mass signal regions.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. 95% CL upper limits (expected and observed) on the cross-sections times branching
fraction (a) and coupling parameter (b). The discontinuity at 42GeV represents the border of the
low/high mass classifiers. Considering the dimuon mass resolution of 2% of the ATLAS detector,
the horizontal dashed line in (b) indicates the upper limit on the valid coupling parameter of the
model used in this analysis.

ranging from 5 to 81GeV. This ensures that the ratio of the Z ′ natural width and mass,
Γ(Z ′)/mZ′ , is well below 1% in this mass range.

Motivated by theoretical interpretations in Ref. [11], a 2-dimensional exclusion contour
at 95% CL in the parameter-space of (mZ′ , g) of the Lµ − Lτ model from this analysis
is produced and shown in figure 7. The parameter space exclusion regions calculated
by theorists using data from the Neutrino Trident experiment [78] and the Bs mixing
measurements by a global analysis performed in Ref. [11] are also shown in figure 7. This
had left a large gap in the parameter space not yet excluded. This gap is now largely
excluded by this analysis.
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Figure 7. The coupling parameter g limits from this search as a function of the Z ′ mass compared
to the limits [11] from the Neutrino Trident (red) and the Bs mixing (green) experimental results.

9 Conclusion

A search for a new vector gauge boson Z ′ predicted by the Lµ − Lτ models has been
performed with a 4µ final state in the invariant mass range of [80, 180] GeV, excluding the
Higgs boson mass window [110, 130] GeV, using 139 fb−1 of √

s = 13 TeV proton-proton
collision data collected with the ATLAS detector. No significant excess of events over the
expected SM background is observed. Therefore, upper limits are set on the Z ′ production
cross-section times the decay branching fraction of the pp → Z ′µ+µ− → µ+µ−µ+µ− process,
varying from 0.31 to 4.3 fb at 95% CL, in a Z ′ mass range of [5, 81] GeV, from which the
coupling strength g of the Z ′ to muons above 0.003 to 0.2 (depending on the Z ′ mass) are
excluded in the same mass range. This search shows significant sensitivity improvements over
previous indirect and direct searches of the Z ′ with 4µ final state. An interesting parameter
space of the Lµ − Lτ model prediction that was not excluded by previous experiments is
now largely excluded by this search.
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couple to electron or quarks (no direct probe from e+e- and pp beams)

Lμ-L𝜏 model 
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Figure 1. Feynman diagrams of Z ′ production through radiation in a Drell-Yan process (a), and
of the corresponding SM background processes (b – d) with a 4µ final state.

where Fαβ = ∂αZ ′
β − ∂βZ ′

α is the Z ′ field strength tensor; "i = (νi, ei)T (i = 2, 3, denoting
the second and the third generation left-handed lepton doublets); µ and τ represent the
right-handed muon and tau singlets; and gZ′ (which will be referred to as g in the rest
of this paper) is the interaction coupling constant. The parameter space of (mZ′ , g) has
not been strongly constrained in experiments since the Z ′ does not directly couple to the
electron nor to any quarks, hence it could not be directly produced from e+e− and pp

colliding beams.
In pp collisions at the LHC, the Z ′ could be produced from final state radiation of µ or

τ pairs of the Drell-Yan (DY) process as shown in figure 1a with a 4µ final state, which
provides the cleanest signature to search for the Z ′. For relatively low Z ′ mass, the most
promising experimental signature would be an excess of 4µ events with the invariant mass
of one µ+µ− pair peaking around the Z ′ mass. The major background comes from the
SM 4µ production processes shown in figure 1b to 1d. The Z ′ could also be produced in
W production through the DY process, pp → W → Z ′µν → 3µ + ν. The experimental
signature would have a final state of 3µ plus large missing transverse energy. This final
state is not included in this analysis.

Both the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have measured the cross-sections of the SM
Z → 4µ process [14–16]. The measurement by ATLAS was used by theorists to set limits
in the parameter space of the Lµ − Lτ model [11]. The CMS Collaboration has directly
searched for the Z ′ boson in the mass region between 5 to 70 GeV with the 4µ final state
using 77.3 fb−1 of data [17], and set upper limits on the Z ′ to muon coupling strength, g,
of 0.004 – 0.3 at 95% confidence level, depending on the Z ′ mass.

The organization of this paper is as follows. The ATLAS detector is described in the
next section. The dataset and Monte Carlo samples used in this analysis are detailed in
section 3. Event reconstruction and selection, followed by background estimation from data,
are described in section 4 and section 5. Event classification using a deep learning approach
is presented in section 6. Systematic uncertainties and the statistical approach to interpret
data to obtain the results are reported in section 7 and section 8. The conclusion is given
in the final section.
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Figure 4. Mass spectra of mZ2 (left) and mZ1 (right) for the pDNN-selected events with a signal
sample at 15 GeV and 51 GeV, respectively.

After the 4µ event selection with the pDNN classifier, the final discriminant to search
for the Z ′ resonance signature is the Z1 (for mZ′ ≥ 42GeV) or Z2 (for mZ′ ≤ 42GeV) mass
spectrum as shown in figure 4. Data are compared to the estimated background together
with two representative signals with masses of 15 and 51GeV, shown in figure 4a and 4b,
respectively. The values of the gauge coupling strengths (g) for the two mass points are
chosen for the purpose of illustration.

One should note that the dimuon masses (mZ1, mZ2) are not used as the pDNN
training variables, therefore cutting on the pDNN output scores does not sculpt the dimuon
invariant mass distributions of the backgrounds (see figure 4). To interpret the observed
mass spectra, systematic uncertainties in the predictions are estimated in section 7.

7 Systematic uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties in the simulated event yields and shapes, for both signal and
background processes, may arise from the calibration of the physics objects and from
uncertainties in theoretical modelling used in the predictions.

The major experimental uncertainties come from the muon reconstruction, identification,
and isolation requirement efficiencies. These efficiencies are corrected based on studies
performed in data control regions. The energy and momentum scales and resolutions of the
simulated objects are corrected to reproduce data from Z → µ+µ− and J/ψ → µ+µ−

decays [58]. The uncertainties on the SM 4µ detection efficiency are determined by
varying the nominal calibrations in the MC samples by one standard deviation, including
muon momentum resolutions and scales, and the trigger, reconstruction, identification,
and isolation requirement efficiencies. The overall relative experimental uncertainties
in the SM 4µ background event selection efficiency is about 3.9%, dominated by the
uncertainty of the isolation efficiency (2.9%) and the low pT calibration uncertainty (2.0%).
The hypothetic Z ′ signal event selection efficiency uncertainties vary from 8.3% to 3.9%,
depending on the Z ′ mass. In addition, the uncertainty in the combined 2015–2018
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Figure 4. Mass spectra of mZ2 (left) and mZ1 (right) for the pDNN-selected events with a signal
sample at 15 GeV and 51 GeV, respectively.

After the 4µ event selection with the pDNN classifier, the final discriminant to search
for the Z ′ resonance signature is the Z1 (for mZ′ ≥ 42GeV) or Z2 (for mZ′ ≤ 42GeV) mass
spectrum as shown in figure 4. Data are compared to the estimated background together
with two representative signals with masses of 15 and 51GeV, shown in figure 4a and 4b,
respectively. The values of the gauge coupling strengths (g) for the two mass points are
chosen for the purpose of illustration.

One should note that the dimuon masses (mZ1, mZ2) are not used as the pDNN
training variables, therefore cutting on the pDNN output scores does not sculpt the dimuon
invariant mass distributions of the backgrounds (see figure 4). To interpret the observed
mass spectra, systematic uncertainties in the predictions are estimated in section 7.

7 Systematic uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties in the simulated event yields and shapes, for both signal and
background processes, may arise from the calibration of the physics objects and from
uncertainties in theoretical modelling used in the predictions.

The major experimental uncertainties come from the muon reconstruction, identification,
and isolation requirement efficiencies. These efficiencies are corrected based on studies
performed in data control regions. The energy and momentum scales and resolutions of the
simulated objects are corrected to reproduce data from Z → µ+µ− and J/ψ → µ+µ−

decays [58]. The uncertainties on the SM 4µ detection efficiency are determined by
varying the nominal calibrations in the MC samples by one standard deviation, including
muon momentum resolutions and scales, and the trigger, reconstruction, identification,
and isolation requirement efficiencies. The overall relative experimental uncertainties
in the SM 4µ background event selection efficiency is about 3.9%, dominated by the
uncertainty of the isolation efficiency (2.9%) and the low pT calibration uncertainty (2.0%).
The hypothetic Z ′ signal event selection efficiency uncertainties vary from 8.3% to 3.9%,
depending on the Z ′ mass. In addition, the uncertainty in the combined 2015–2018
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Figure 5. The p0-value scan across the Z ′ mass signal regions.
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Figure 6. 95% CL upper limits (expected and observed) on the cross-sections times branching
fraction (a) and coupling parameter (b). The discontinuity at 42GeV represents the border of the
low/high mass classifiers. Considering the dimuon mass resolution of 2% of the ATLAS detector,
the horizontal dashed line in (b) indicates the upper limit on the valid coupling parameter of the
model used in this analysis.

ranging from 5 to 81GeV. This ensures that the ratio of the Z ′ natural width and mass,
Γ(Z ′)/mZ′ , is well below 1% in this mass range.

Motivated by theoretical interpretations in Ref. [11], a 2-dimensional exclusion contour
at 95% CL in the parameter-space of (mZ′ , g) of the Lµ − Lτ model from this analysis
is produced and shown in figure 7. The parameter space exclusion regions calculated
by theorists using data from the Neutrino Trident experiment [78] and the Bs mixing
measurements by a global analysis performed in Ref. [11] are also shown in figure 7. This
had left a large gap in the parameter space not yet excluded. This gap is now largely
excluded by this analysis.
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Figure 7. The coupling parameter g limits from this search as a function of the Z ′ mass compared
to the limits [11] from the Neutrino Trident (red) and the Bs mixing (green) experimental results.

9 Conclusion

A search for a new vector gauge boson Z ′ predicted by the Lµ − Lτ models has been
performed with a 4µ final state in the invariant mass range of [80, 180] GeV, excluding the
Higgs boson mass window [110, 130] GeV, using 139 fb−1 of √

s = 13 TeV proton-proton
collision data collected with the ATLAS detector. No significant excess of events over the
expected SM background is observed. Therefore, upper limits are set on the Z ′ production
cross-section times the decay branching fraction of the pp → Z ′µ+µ− → µ+µ−µ+µ− process,
varying from 0.31 to 4.3 fb at 95% CL, in a Z ′ mass range of [5, 81] GeV, from which the
coupling strength g of the Z ′ to muons above 0.003 to 0.2 (depending on the Z ′ mass) are
excluded in the same mass range. This search shows significant sensitivity improvements over
previous indirect and direct searches of the Z ′ with 4µ final state. An interesting parameter
space of the Lµ − Lτ model prediction that was not excluded by previous experiments is
now largely excluded by this search.
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Figure 1. Feynman diagrams of Z ′ production through radiation in a Drell-Yan process (a), and
of the corresponding SM background processes (b – d) with a 4µ final state.

where Fαβ = ∂αZ ′
β − ∂βZ ′

α is the Z ′ field strength tensor; "i = (νi, ei)T (i = 2, 3, denoting
the second and the third generation left-handed lepton doublets); µ and τ represent the
right-handed muon and tau singlets; and gZ′ (which will be referred to as g in the rest
of this paper) is the interaction coupling constant. The parameter space of (mZ′ , g) has
not been strongly constrained in experiments since the Z ′ does not directly couple to the
electron nor to any quarks, hence it could not be directly produced from e+e− and pp

colliding beams.
In pp collisions at the LHC, the Z ′ could be produced from final state radiation of µ or

τ pairs of the Drell-Yan (DY) process as shown in figure 1a with a 4µ final state, which
provides the cleanest signature to search for the Z ′. For relatively low Z ′ mass, the most
promising experimental signature would be an excess of 4µ events with the invariant mass
of one µ+µ− pair peaking around the Z ′ mass. The major background comes from the
SM 4µ production processes shown in figure 1b to 1d. The Z ′ could also be produced in
W production through the DY process, pp → W → Z ′µν → 3µ + ν. The experimental
signature would have a final state of 3µ plus large missing transverse energy. This final
state is not included in this analysis.

Both the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have measured the cross-sections of the SM
Z → 4µ process [14–16]. The measurement by ATLAS was used by theorists to set limits
in the parameter space of the Lµ − Lτ model [11]. The CMS Collaboration has directly
searched for the Z ′ boson in the mass region between 5 to 70 GeV with the 4µ final state
using 77.3 fb−1 of data [17], and set upper limits on the Z ′ to muon coupling strength, g,
of 0.004 – 0.3 at 95% confidence level, depending on the Z ′ mass.

The organization of this paper is as follows. The ATLAS detector is described in the
next section. The dataset and Monte Carlo samples used in this analysis are detailed in
section 3. Event reconstruction and selection, followed by background estimation from data,
are described in section 4 and section 5. Event classification using a deep learning approach
is presented in section 6. Systematic uncertainties and the statistical approach to interpret
data to obtain the results are reported in section 7 and section 8. The conclusion is given
in the final section.
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Fig. 5 Expected (open dots and 1σ and 2σ bands) and observed (full dots) cross-section times branching fraction upper limits (95% CL) as a
function of τχ̃0

1
for the resonant production with mh0 = 125 GeV/c2, and, from a to e, mχ̃0

1
of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 GeV/c2

1% and 1.5% respectively, as obtained from bb and Z → bb
events. Pseudoexperiments are used to estimate the effect on
the cross-section calculation. For each theoretical model, ten
simulated signal events are added to the selected data after
a Gaussian smearing or after changing the mass scale. The
average deviation of the observed upper limits with respect
to the one obtained from the default signal and background
distributions is below 2%.

The background shape is deduced from data selected in
the poorly isolated region after reweighting, with weights
inferred from the data distributions obtained with relaxed
selection criteria. The overall uncertainty is estimated by
reducing by half the weights and running pseudoexperiments
as before. The average deviation of the observed upper limits
is below 14%.

6 Results

The 95% confidence level (CL) upper limits, expected and
observed, on the production cross-sections times branch-
ing fraction are computed for each model using the CLs
approach [42]. Statistical and systematic uncertainties on
the signal efficiencies are included as nuisance parameters
of the likelihood function, assuming Gaussian distributions.
Finally, the upper limit values are corrected by the factors
which account for the imperfect modelling of signal and
background templates.

The numerical results for all the models are given in
Tables 4 and 5. Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the measured cross-
section times branching ratio upper limits, for different theo-
retical models. The decrease of sensitivity for relatively low
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Fig. 1 LLP production processes considered in this paper, where the
χ̃0

1 represents the LLP: a di-LLP production via a scalar particle h0; b
non-resonant, direct LLP production from quark interactions, where X
is a stable particle, with mass identical to the LLP. The LLP decays into
a muon and two quarks: χ̃0

1 → µ+qiq j (µ
−q̄i q̄ j )

designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks.
The detector includes a high-precision tracking system con-
sisting of the VELO which is a silicon-strip detector sur-
rounding the pp interaction region [16], a large-area silicon-
strip detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a
bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-
strip detectors and straw drift tubes [17,18] placed down-
stream of the magnet. The tracking system provides a mea-
surement of the momentum, p, of charged particles with a
relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum
to 1.0% at 200 GeV/c. The minimum distance of a track to a
primary pp collision vertex (PV), the impact parameter, is
measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/pT)µm, where pT
is in GeV/c. Different types of charged hadrons are distin-
guished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov
detectors [19]. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identi-
fied by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad
and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic (ECAL) and a
hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) [20]. Muons are identified by
a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multi-
wire proportional chambers [21]. The online event selection
is performed by a trigger [22], which consists of a hardware
stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon
systems, followed by a software stage, which applies a full
event reconstruction. During data taking an alignment and
calibration of the detector is performed in near real-time and
used in the software trigger [23]. The same alignment and
calibration information is propagated to the offline recon-
struction.

Simulation is used to model the effects of the detector
acceptance and the imposed selection requirements. In the
simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia8 [24,
25] with a specific LHCb configuration [26] and with par-
ton density functions taken from CTEQ6L [27]. The inter-
action of the generated particles with the detector, and its
response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [28,29]
as described in Ref. [30]. The simulation includes pileup
events with an average of 1.1 pp visible interactions per
bunch crossing.

Several sets of signal events have been produced assuming
the processes illustrated in Fig. 1, where the χ̃0

1 plays the role

of a long-lived particle. For the first process considered, two
χ̃0

1 particles are obtained from the decay of the Higgs-like
boson produced by gluon fusion, gg → h0 → χ̃0

1 χ̃0
1 . For

the second process, the LLP is produced in a non-resonant
mode, qq̄ → χ̃0

1 X . Here X is a stable neutral particle with
the same mass as that of the χ̃0

1 state. This production of
a LLP in association with a stable particle X is included,
which enables probing the sensitivity to this topology, with
the signal LLP recoiling against such a particle.

The LLP decays into a muon and two quarks; the branch-
ing ratio of χ̃0

1 → µ+qiq j (µ
−q̄i q̄ j ) is set to be equal for

each quark combination (qi = u, c and q j = d̄, s̄, b̄), with
an equal proportion of µ+ and µ−.

In the following, the model name is indicated by the
values of mh0 , mχ̃0

1
and τχ̃0

1
; h125-chi40-10ps, for exam-

ple, corresponds to mh0 = 125 GeV/c2, mχ̃0
1
= 40 GeV/c2,

τχ̃0
1
= 10 ps. For the direct production, the Higgs mass is

omitted from this notation, such as for example in chi30-
10ps.

The most relevant background in this analysis is from
events containing heavy quarks. The background from heavy
quarks directly produced in pp collisions, as well as from W ,
Z , Higgs boson and top quark decays, is studied using the
simulation. The simulation of inclusive bb and cc events is
not efficient to produce a large enough sample to cover the
relevant high-pT muon kinematic region. Hence, a dedicated
sample of 20 × 106 (1 × 106) simulated bb (cc) events has
been produced with a minimum parton p̂T of 20 GeV/c and
requiring a muon with pT > 12 GeV/c and 1.5 < η < 5.0.
All the simulated background species are suppressed by the
multivariate analysis presented in the next section. Therefore,
a data-driven approach is employed for the final background
estimation.

3 Signal selection

Signal events are selected by requiring a vertex displaced
from any PV in the event and containing one isolated,
high-pT muon. Due to the relatively high LLP mass, the
muons from the LLP decay are expected to be more iso-
lated than muons from hadron decays. The events from pp
collisions are selected online by a trigger requiring muons
with pT > 10 GeV/c. The offline analysis requires that the
triggering muon has an impact parameter, IPµ, with respect
to any PV, larger than 0.25 mm and a transverse momentum,
pµT , larger than 12 GeV/c. Primary and displaced vertices are
reconstructed offline from charged particle tracks [31]. Gen-
uine PVs are identified by a small radial distance from the
beam axis, Rxy < 0.3 mm. Once the set of PVs is identified,
all the other vertices are candidates for the decay position
of LLPs. An LLP candidate is formed by requiring three
or more tracks including the muon and having an invari-
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Fig. 6 Expected (open dots and 1σ and 2σ bands) and observed (full dots) cross-section times branching fraction upper limits (95% CL) as a
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Fig. 3 Reconstructed invariant mass of the LLP candidates. Subfig-
ures a, c, and e correspond to the signal selections which assume the
models h80-chi30-10ps, h200-chi20-10ps, and the non-resonant model

chi30-10ps, respectively. Subfigures b, d, and f are the correspond-
ing distributions for candidates selected in the background region. The
results of the fits are superimposed

region is considered negligible. The reconstructed mass dis-
tribution obtained from the background candidates is used
to constrain an empirical probability density function (PDF)
consisting of the sum of two negative-slope exponential func-
tions, one of them convolved with a Gaussian function. Shape
parameters and amplitudes are left to vary in the fit. It is pos-
sible that the mass distribution obtained after selection of the
background region does not represent exactly the background
component in the signal region. Hence, a correction is applied
before performing the fit: the mass distribution selected in the
background region is weighted with weights deduced from
the comparison of the candidate mass distributions of signal
and background regions obtained from data with a relaxed
MVA selection. This relaxed selection is required to have
sufficiently populated samples and to minimise the correla-
tion with the final distributions from which signal yields are

obtained. The consistency of this procedure is tested on bb
simulated events.

Examples of the invariant mass of the selected LLP can-
didates are shown in Fig. 3 for the signal and background
regions. The invariant-mass fit is performed simultaneously
on LLP candidates from the signal and from the background
regions. In the former, the numbers of signal and background
events are free parameters of the fit. The results of the fit are
shown in the figure. The sensitivity of the fit procedure is
studied by adding a small number of simulated signal events
to the data according to a given signal model. The fitted yields
are on average consistent with the numbers of added events.
The fitted signal yields, given in Tables 1 and 2 are compatible
with the background-only hypothesis for all the theoretical
models.
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Fig. 5 Expected (open dots and 1σ and 2σ bands) and observed (full dots) cross-section times branching fraction upper limits (95% CL) as a
function of τχ̃0

1
for the resonant production with mh0 = 125 GeV/c2, and, from a to e, mχ̃0

1
of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 GeV/c2

1% and 1.5% respectively, as obtained from bb and Z → bb
events. Pseudoexperiments are used to estimate the effect on
the cross-section calculation. For each theoretical model, ten
simulated signal events are added to the selected data after
a Gaussian smearing or after changing the mass scale. The
average deviation of the observed upper limits with respect
to the one obtained from the default signal and background
distributions is below 2%.

The background shape is deduced from data selected in
the poorly isolated region after reweighting, with weights
inferred from the data distributions obtained with relaxed
selection criteria. The overall uncertainty is estimated by
reducing by half the weights and running pseudoexperiments
as before. The average deviation of the observed upper limits
is below 14%.

6 Results

The 95% confidence level (CL) upper limits, expected and
observed, on the production cross-sections times branch-
ing fraction are computed for each model using the CLs
approach [42]. Statistical and systematic uncertainties on
the signal efficiencies are included as nuisance parameters
of the likelihood function, assuming Gaussian distributions.
Finally, the upper limit values are corrected by the factors
which account for the imperfect modelling of signal and
background templates.

The numerical results for all the models are given in
Tables 4 and 5. Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the measured cross-
section times branching ratio upper limits, for different theo-
retical models. The decrease of sensitivity for relatively low
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Fig. 3 Reconstructed invariant mass of the LLP candidates. Subfig-
ures a, c, and e correspond to the signal selections which assume the
models h80-chi30-10ps, h200-chi20-10ps, and the non-resonant model

chi30-10ps, respectively. Subfigures b, d, and f are the correspond-
ing distributions for candidates selected in the background region. The
results of the fits are superimposed

region is considered negligible. The reconstructed mass dis-
tribution obtained from the background candidates is used
to constrain an empirical probability density function (PDF)
consisting of the sum of two negative-slope exponential func-
tions, one of them convolved with a Gaussian function. Shape
parameters and amplitudes are left to vary in the fit. It is pos-
sible that the mass distribution obtained after selection of the
background region does not represent exactly the background
component in the signal region. Hence, a correction is applied
before performing the fit: the mass distribution selected in the
background region is weighted with weights deduced from
the comparison of the candidate mass distributions of signal
and background regions obtained from data with a relaxed
MVA selection. This relaxed selection is required to have
sufficiently populated samples and to minimise the correla-
tion with the final distributions from which signal yields are

obtained. The consistency of this procedure is tested on bb
simulated events.

Examples of the invariant mass of the selected LLP can-
didates are shown in Fig. 3 for the signal and background
regions. The invariant-mass fit is performed simultaneously
on LLP candidates from the signal and from the background
regions. In the former, the numbers of signal and background
events are free parameters of the fit. The results of the fit are
shown in the figure. The sensitivity of the fit procedure is
studied by adding a small number of simulated signal events
to the data according to a given signal model. The fitted yields
are on average consistent with the numbers of added events.
The fitted signal yields, given in Tables 1 and 2 are compatible
with the background-only hypothesis for all the theoretical
models.
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Fig. 1 LLP production processes considered in this paper, where the
χ̃0

1 represents the LLP: a di-LLP production via a scalar particle h0; b
non-resonant, direct LLP production from quark interactions, where X
is a stable particle, with mass identical to the LLP. The LLP decays into
a muon and two quarks: χ̃0

1 → µ+qiq j (µ
−q̄i q̄ j )

designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks.
The detector includes a high-precision tracking system con-
sisting of the VELO which is a silicon-strip detector sur-
rounding the pp interaction region [16], a large-area silicon-
strip detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a
bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-
strip detectors and straw drift tubes [17,18] placed down-
stream of the magnet. The tracking system provides a mea-
surement of the momentum, p, of charged particles with a
relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum
to 1.0% at 200 GeV/c. The minimum distance of a track to a
primary pp collision vertex (PV), the impact parameter, is
measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/pT)µm, where pT
is in GeV/c. Different types of charged hadrons are distin-
guished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov
detectors [19]. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identi-
fied by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad
and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic (ECAL) and a
hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) [20]. Muons are identified by
a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multi-
wire proportional chambers [21]. The online event selection
is performed by a trigger [22], which consists of a hardware
stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon
systems, followed by a software stage, which applies a full
event reconstruction. During data taking an alignment and
calibration of the detector is performed in near real-time and
used in the software trigger [23]. The same alignment and
calibration information is propagated to the offline recon-
struction.

Simulation is used to model the effects of the detector
acceptance and the imposed selection requirements. In the
simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia8 [24,
25] with a specific LHCb configuration [26] and with par-
ton density functions taken from CTEQ6L [27]. The inter-
action of the generated particles with the detector, and its
response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [28,29]
as described in Ref. [30]. The simulation includes pileup
events with an average of 1.1 pp visible interactions per
bunch crossing.

Several sets of signal events have been produced assuming
the processes illustrated in Fig. 1, where the χ̃0

1 plays the role

of a long-lived particle. For the first process considered, two
χ̃0

1 particles are obtained from the decay of the Higgs-like
boson produced by gluon fusion, gg → h0 → χ̃0

1 χ̃0
1 . For

the second process, the LLP is produced in a non-resonant
mode, qq̄ → χ̃0

1 X . Here X is a stable neutral particle with
the same mass as that of the χ̃0

1 state. This production of
a LLP in association with a stable particle X is included,
which enables probing the sensitivity to this topology, with
the signal LLP recoiling against such a particle.

The LLP decays into a muon and two quarks; the branch-
ing ratio of χ̃0

1 → µ+qiq j (µ
−q̄i q̄ j ) is set to be equal for

each quark combination (qi = u, c and q j = d̄, s̄, b̄), with
an equal proportion of µ+ and µ−.

In the following, the model name is indicated by the
values of mh0 , mχ̃0

1
and τχ̃0

1
; h125-chi40-10ps, for exam-

ple, corresponds to mh0 = 125 GeV/c2, mχ̃0
1
= 40 GeV/c2,

τχ̃0
1
= 10 ps. For the direct production, the Higgs mass is

omitted from this notation, such as for example in chi30-
10ps.

The most relevant background in this analysis is from
events containing heavy quarks. The background from heavy
quarks directly produced in pp collisions, as well as from W ,
Z , Higgs boson and top quark decays, is studied using the
simulation. The simulation of inclusive bb and cc events is
not efficient to produce a large enough sample to cover the
relevant high-pT muon kinematic region. Hence, a dedicated
sample of 20 × 106 (1 × 106) simulated bb (cc) events has
been produced with a minimum parton p̂T of 20 GeV/c and
requiring a muon with pT > 12 GeV/c and 1.5 < η < 5.0.
All the simulated background species are suppressed by the
multivariate analysis presented in the next section. Therefore,
a data-driven approach is employed for the final background
estimation.

3 Signal selection

Signal events are selected by requiring a vertex displaced
from any PV in the event and containing one isolated,
high-pT muon. Due to the relatively high LLP mass, the
muons from the LLP decay are expected to be more iso-
lated than muons from hadron decays. The events from pp
collisions are selected online by a trigger requiring muons
with pT > 10 GeV/c. The offline analysis requires that the
triggering muon has an impact parameter, IPµ, with respect
to any PV, larger than 0.25 mm and a transverse momentum,
pµT , larger than 12 GeV/c. Primary and displaced vertices are
reconstructed offline from charged particle tracks [31]. Gen-
uine PVs are identified by a small radial distance from the
beam axis, Rxy < 0.3 mm. Once the set of PVs is identified,
all the other vertices are candidates for the decay position
of LLPs. An LLP candidate is formed by requiring three
or more tracks including the muon and having an invari-
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MeV-GeV - models of thermal light-DM rely on light force-carriers with suff. small SM couplings  
- interactions too weak for detection at high-energy colliders, small kinetic energy for traditional direct detection 

- intensity-frontier experiments essential to explore light dark-sector  
- optimized for intensity, instrumentation precision, bkg rejection
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- signature: exploit visible particles kinematics to 
infer invisible particles (energy and momentum 
conservation) 

- detector: e+e- annihilation, lepton-beam fixed-
target experiments excellent forward hermiticity, 
good calorimetry  

re-scattering: 

- signature: detect DM produced from beam dump 
scattering off electron/proton in detector volume 

- detector: intense beams or high-luminosity colliders 
because small DM interaction even in large volume

(semi-)visible:  

- signature: visible decays of mediator or semi-visible decays of  unstable dark-particles into SM and DM particles 

- detector: intense beams or high-luminosity colliders because small dark sector-SM couplings. Spectrometer-style 
and displaced-decay detectors (long decay volumes, excellent tracking and particle ID)
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missing energy, momentum, or mass: lepton fixed-target experiments, e+e- 
annihilation excellent forward hermiticity, good calorimetry  

many current and proposed exp., eg: positron fixed-target PADME (LNF), 
muon fixed-target dumps NA64μ (CERN), M3 (FNAL), … 

Belle II at SuperKEKB 

- optimized for tracking and B vertex reconstruction, K-π identification 
- good missing energy reconstruction 
- potential to reconstruct displaced vertices 
- e+e- collisions asymmetric-energy B factory (Y(4S)) 

- data taking start in 2019: ~430 fb-1 

- recoil quantities from knowledge of initial-state total 
momentum 

NA64 at LHC 

- 100 GeV electrons beam from SPS 

- beam identification: magnetic spectrometer and synchrotron detector 
- active target electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) 
- plastic scintillator VETO, HCAL to veto muons or hadrons secondary 

production in the e-nuclei interactions in the target  
- Successfully operated throughout 2016-2022

 33

Collider experiments: NA64 and Belle II  
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Collider experiments: FASER and μBooNE 

Figure 1: The FASER location: TI12 tunnel, 480 m downstream of the ATLAS interaction point.
The detector is located along the beam collision axis line-of-sight.

Tracking spectrometer stations

Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter

Trigger / pre-shower 
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Magnets
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Interface 
Tracker (IFT)

Decay volume

Front Scintillator 
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Figure 2: A sketch of the FASER detector, showing the di�erent sub-detector systems. The FASER
coordinate system is also shown.

(starting in Run 4). Since the LHC components and the experiments have not yet been upgraded to
be able to run at luminosities higher than 2 ⇥ 1034 cm�2 s�1, the luminosity will be levelled at this
value. This luminosity corresponds to about 55 interactions per bunch crossing (pileup), however
given the large amount of shielding in front of the detector, FASER is not expected to observe
signals from multiple simultaneous interactions.

The main LHC configuration parameters which can e�ect physics at FASER are the direction
and magnitude of the beam crossing angle at IP1, since this moves the LOS compared to its nominal
position assuming no-crossing angle (\cross = 0) at IP1. In Run 3 the crossing plane in IP1 will be
vertical, but the direction (if the beams will be pointing up or down) will be changed during the
run in order to distribute the radiation more evenly over the LHC magnets. The LOS at FASER
moves by 480 m ⇥ sin(\cross/2). In Run 3 the half crossing angle during the physics fills will be in

– 3 –

hadron stop

re-scattering: intense beams or high-luminosity colliders 

many current and planned exp., eg: electron-beam dumps BDX (JLAB), 
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energy neutrinos produced in pp collisions  

- located approximately 480 m from the ATLAS interaction point 
- most SM particles bent away by LHC magnets or stopped by 100m rock 
- Successfully operated throughout 2022: ~70 fb-1
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Collider experiments: FASER and μBooNE 

Figure 1: The FASER location: TI12 tunnel, 480 m downstream of the ATLAS interaction point.
The detector is located along the beam collision axis line-of-sight.
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Figure 2: A sketch of the FASER detector, showing the di�erent sub-detector systems. The FASER
coordinate system is also shown.
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agreement in the signal region compatible with photon-
veto inefficiency. The photon-veto inefficiencies measured
with the ee control sample are used to correct the ex-
pected µµ background.

We estimate systematic uncertainties on the signal
efficiency and on the signal and background template
shapes. The uncertainties on the template shapes in-
dependently affect each of the bins contained within the
templates.

Uncertainties in selection efficiencies due to data-
simulation mismodeling are studied by comparing data
and simulation in the µµ� and eµ control samples in
three M2

recoil ranges: [�0.5, 9], [9, 36], [36, 81] GeV2/c4.
The two control samples provide complementary cover-
age of the M2

recoil range, with µµ� addressing the lower
region and eµ covering the higher. Systematic uncer-
tainties due to data-simulation mismodeling in the trig-
ger, luminosity, tracking efficiency, muon identification,
background cross sections, and effect of the selections are
collectively evaluated through data-simulation compari-
son before the application of the Punzi-net. Systematic
uncertainties due to the Punzi-net selection-efficiency dif-
ferences in data and simulation are evaluated by studying
its efficiencies, as they are indicators of the performances
for the signal-like background component. The differ-
ences from unity of the data-to-simulation ratios of event
yields before the Punzi-net application and of the Punzi-
net efficiencies in the three M2

recoil ranges are summed in
quadrature and found to be 2.7%, 6.5%, and 8.3%, re-
spectively. These differences are assigned as systematic
uncertainties on the signal efficiency.

The recoil mass resolution is studied using the µµ�
sample. The width of the M2

recoil distribution is 8% larger
in data than in simulation. This translates to a system-
atic uncertainty of 10% on the signal template shape.

Systematic uncertainties due to background shapes are
evaluated using the µµ� and eµ samples. We com-
pute the standard deviation of the bin-by-bin data-to-
simulation ratios of the number of events for each search
window. To be conservative, we assign twice the largest
of these standard deviations in each of the three M2

recoil
ranges as an uncertainty for the shape in the respective
M2

recoil ranges. We use the µµ� control sample for M2
recoil

up to 56GeV2/c4 and the eµ control sample above. The
resulting uncertainties are 3.2%, 8.6%, and 25% in the
three M2

recoil ranges.
Uncertainties on the background template shape from

the photon-veto inefficiency are studied using the ee
control sample and are on average 34% for M2

recoil< 1
GeV2/c4, decreasing to 5% above 1GeV2/c4. We assign a
systematic uncertainty of 1% to the measured integrated
luminosity [27].

The observed and expected M2
recoil distributions are

shown in Fig. 1. We find no significant excess of data
above the expected background. The �2 value describing
the goodness of the two-dimensional fit is acceptable for

each test Z0 mass with the largest incompatibility cor-
responding to a p value of 0.05. The largest local sig-
nificance is 2.8� for MZ0 = 2.352 GeV/c2. The global
significance of this excess after correcting for the look-
elsewhere effect [47] is 0.7�.

FIG. 1: Squared recoil mass spectrum of the µ+µ� sam-
ple, compared with the stacked contributions from the var-
ious simulated background samples normalized (for illustra-
tive purposes) to the integrated luminosity.

The 90% C.L. upper limits on the cross sec-
tion for the process e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0 with Z0

invisible, �(e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0, Z 0 ! invisible) =
�(e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0)⇥ B(Z 0 ! invisible), are shown
in Fig. 2 as functions of MZ0 , along with the 1� and
2� bands of expected limits (the median limits from
background-only simulated samples). We set upper
limits as small as 0.2 fb. In addition, we show upper
limits for the benchmark scenario in which we assume
non-negligible �Z0 . Our upper limits are dominated
by statistical uncertainties for MZ0 < 6 GeV/c2, where
systematic uncertainties degrade them by less than
5%. Above 6 GeV/c2, upper limits are dominated by
systematic uncertainties (mainly due to background
shapes), degrading them by about 40%.

Cross section results are translated into 90% CL upper
limits on the coupling g0. In both fully invisible and
vanilla models, we focus on the direct-search results and
do not show constraints obtained from reanalyses of data
from neutrino experiments [7, 48, 49].

Figure 3 presents limits in the fully invisible Lµ � L⌧

model for the cases of negligible and non-negligible �Z0 .
For the case of negligible �Z0 , these constraints hold
for MZ0 <⇠ 6.5 GeV/c2. Above this mass, there is no
value of ↵D that produces both a negligible width and
B(Z0 ! ��̄) ⇡ 1, given the values of g0 being probed.
Numerical values in Fig. 3 can still be used, but need to
be rescaled by 1/

p
B(Z0 ! ��̄), which depends on ↵D.

We also show limits from NA64-e [25] and the previous
Belle II search [26]. Our results are world-leading for
direct searches of Z0 with masses above 11.5 MeV/c2.
They are the first direct-search results to exclude at 90%
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C.L. the fully invisible-Z0 model as an explanation of the
(g � 2)µ anomaly for 0.8 < MZ0 < 5.0 GeV/c2.

Figure 4 presents limits in the vanilla Lµ � L⌧ model.
Our results are world leading for direct searches of Z0

in the mass range 11.5 to 211 MeV/c2. More stringent
limits are from NA64-e [26] below 11 MeV/c2 and from
Belle [22], BABAR [21], and CMS [23] searches for Z0 !
µ+µ� above 211 MeV/c2.

Additional plots, including indirect constraints from
neutrino experiments and detailed numerical results, are
provided in the Supplemental Material [50].

FIG. 2: Observed 90% C.L. upper limits on the cross sec-
tion �(e+e� ! µ+µ�Z0, Z0 ! invisible) as functions of the
Z0 mass for the cases of negligible �Z0 and for �Z0 = 0.1MZ0 .
Also shown are previous limits from Belle II [26].

FIG. 3: Observed 90% C.L. upper limits on the coupling g0 for
the fully invisible Lµ�L⌧ model as functions of the Z0 mass for
the cases of negligible �Z0 and for �Z0 = 0.1MZ0 . Also shown
are previous limits from NA64-e [25] and Belle II [26] searches.
The red band shows the region that explains the measured
value of the muon anomalous magnetic moment (g � 2)µ ±
2� [2]. The vertical dashed line indicates the limit beyond
which the hypothesis B(Z0 ! ��̄) ⇡ 1 is not respected in the
negligible �Z0 case.

FIG. 4: Observed 90% C.L. upper limits on the coupling g0

for the vanilla Lµ � L⌧ model as functions of the Z0 mass.
Also shown are previous limits from Belle II [26] and NA64-
e [25] searches for invisible Z0 decays, and from Belle [22],
BaBar [21], and CMS [23] searches for Z0 decays to muons
(at 95% C.L.). The red band shows the region that explains
the muon anomalous magnetic moment (g � 2)µ ± 2� [2].

In summary, we search for an invisibly decaying Z0 bo-
son in the process e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0 using data corre-
sponding to 79.7 fb�1 collected by Belle II at SuperKEKB
in 2019–2020. We find no significant excess above the ex-
pected background and set 90% C.L. upper limits on the
coupling g0 ranging from 3⇥ 10�3 at low Z0 masses to 1
for a mass of 8 GeV/c2. These are world-leading direct-
search results for Z0 masses above 11.5 MeV/c2 in the
fully invisible Lµ�L⌧ model and for masses in the range
11.5 to 211 MeV/c2 in the vanilla Lµ �L⌧ model. These
limits are the first direct-search results excluding a fully
invisible-Z0-boson model as an explanation of the (g�2)µ
anomaly for 0.8 < MZ0 < 5.0 GeV/c2.
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Z' → invisible  

Lμ – Lτ gauge boson Z' couples only to

2nd and 3rd generation leptons

● Avoids stringent existing limits on electron and
quark couplings

● Could explain (g-2)μ and other flavour anomalies

● Z' → νν process (mostly relevant for mZ' < 2mμ).
More generally Z' could be mediator to dark sector,

coupling to dark χ via Z' → χχ      

Z' produced by “Z'-strahlung” process
from final-state muon 

● Previous limits by BABAR and Belle on Z' → μ+ μ- 

Z' reconstructed in recoil of di-muon pair

● 2-track trigger w/ muon pT
μ  > 0.4 GeV/c 

● No extra energy (γ,π0) present in the event    

e+ e- → μ+ μ- + Emiss

Lμ-L𝜏 model 

- new gauge boson Z' 
interacts only the 2nd and 
3rd gen. leptons 

- can address observed g-2 
and rare B decays anomalies

(*) vanilla model (Z’→SM)(*) fully invisible model (Z’→DM)

first direct-search results excluding a fully invisible Z’ 
as (g-2) anomaly explanation for 0.8 < MZ’ < 5.0 GeV

Belle II: PRL130(2023)

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.231801
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agreement in the signal region compatible with photon-
veto inefficiency. The photon-veto inefficiencies measured
with the ee control sample are used to correct the ex-
pected µµ background.

We estimate systematic uncertainties on the signal
efficiency and on the signal and background template
shapes. The uncertainties on the template shapes in-
dependently affect each of the bins contained within the
templates.

Uncertainties in selection efficiencies due to data-
simulation mismodeling are studied by comparing data
and simulation in the µµ� and eµ control samples in
three M2

recoil ranges: [�0.5, 9], [9, 36], [36, 81] GeV2/c4.
The two control samples provide complementary cover-
age of the M2

recoil range, with µµ� addressing the lower
region and eµ covering the higher. Systematic uncer-
tainties due to data-simulation mismodeling in the trig-
ger, luminosity, tracking efficiency, muon identification,
background cross sections, and effect of the selections are
collectively evaluated through data-simulation compari-
son before the application of the Punzi-net. Systematic
uncertainties due to the Punzi-net selection-efficiency dif-
ferences in data and simulation are evaluated by studying
its efficiencies, as they are indicators of the performances
for the signal-like background component. The differ-
ences from unity of the data-to-simulation ratios of event
yields before the Punzi-net application and of the Punzi-
net efficiencies in the three M2

recoil ranges are summed in
quadrature and found to be 2.7%, 6.5%, and 8.3%, re-
spectively. These differences are assigned as systematic
uncertainties on the signal efficiency.

The recoil mass resolution is studied using the µµ�
sample. The width of the M2

recoil distribution is 8% larger
in data than in simulation. This translates to a system-
atic uncertainty of 10% on the signal template shape.

Systematic uncertainties due to background shapes are
evaluated using the µµ� and eµ samples. We com-
pute the standard deviation of the bin-by-bin data-to-
simulation ratios of the number of events for each search
window. To be conservative, we assign twice the largest
of these standard deviations in each of the three M2

recoil
ranges as an uncertainty for the shape in the respective
M2

recoil ranges. We use the µµ� control sample for M2
recoil

up to 56GeV2/c4 and the eµ control sample above. The
resulting uncertainties are 3.2%, 8.6%, and 25% in the
three M2

recoil ranges.
Uncertainties on the background template shape from

the photon-veto inefficiency are studied using the ee
control sample and are on average 34% for M2

recoil< 1
GeV2/c4, decreasing to 5% above 1GeV2/c4. We assign a
systematic uncertainty of 1% to the measured integrated
luminosity [27].

The observed and expected M2
recoil distributions are

shown in Fig. 1. We find no significant excess of data
above the expected background. The �2 value describing
the goodness of the two-dimensional fit is acceptable for

each test Z0 mass with the largest incompatibility cor-
responding to a p value of 0.05. The largest local sig-
nificance is 2.8� for MZ0 = 2.352 GeV/c2. The global
significance of this excess after correcting for the look-
elsewhere effect [47] is 0.7�.

FIG. 1: Squared recoil mass spectrum of the µ+µ� sam-
ple, compared with the stacked contributions from the var-
ious simulated background samples normalized (for illustra-
tive purposes) to the integrated luminosity.

The 90% C.L. upper limits on the cross sec-
tion for the process e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0 with Z0

invisible, �(e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0, Z 0 ! invisible) =
�(e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0)⇥ B(Z 0 ! invisible), are shown
in Fig. 2 as functions of MZ0 , along with the 1� and
2� bands of expected limits (the median limits from
background-only simulated samples). We set upper
limits as small as 0.2 fb. In addition, we show upper
limits for the benchmark scenario in which we assume
non-negligible �Z0 . Our upper limits are dominated
by statistical uncertainties for MZ0 < 6 GeV/c2, where
systematic uncertainties degrade them by less than
5%. Above 6 GeV/c2, upper limits are dominated by
systematic uncertainties (mainly due to background
shapes), degrading them by about 40%.

Cross section results are translated into 90% CL upper
limits on the coupling g0. In both fully invisible and
vanilla models, we focus on the direct-search results and
do not show constraints obtained from reanalyses of data
from neutrino experiments [7, 48, 49].

Figure 3 presents limits in the fully invisible Lµ � L⌧

model for the cases of negligible and non-negligible �Z0 .
For the case of negligible �Z0 , these constraints hold
for MZ0 <⇠ 6.5 GeV/c2. Above this mass, there is no
value of ↵D that produces both a negligible width and
B(Z0 ! ��̄) ⇡ 1, given the values of g0 being probed.
Numerical values in Fig. 3 can still be used, but need to
be rescaled by 1/

p
B(Z0 ! ��̄), which depends on ↵D.

We also show limits from NA64-e [25] and the previous
Belle II search [26]. Our results are world-leading for
direct searches of Z0 with masses above 11.5 MeV/c2.
They are the first direct-search results to exclude at 90%
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in the mass range 11.5 to 211 MeV/c2. More stringent
limits are from NA64-e [26] below 11 MeV/c2 and from
Belle [22], BABAR [21], and CMS [23] searches for Z0 !
µ+µ� above 211 MeV/c2.

Additional plots, including indirect constraints from
neutrino experiments and detailed numerical results, are
provided in the Supplemental Material [50].

FIG. 2: Observed 90% C.L. upper limits on the cross sec-
tion �(e+e� ! µ+µ�Z0, Z0 ! invisible) as functions of the
Z0 mass for the cases of negligible �Z0 and for �Z0 = 0.1MZ0 .
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FIG. 3: Observed 90% C.L. upper limits on the coupling g0 for
the fully invisible Lµ�L⌧ model as functions of the Z0 mass for
the cases of negligible �Z0 and for �Z0 = 0.1MZ0 . Also shown
are previous limits from NA64-e [25] and Belle II [26] searches.
The red band shows the region that explains the measured
value of the muon anomalous magnetic moment (g � 2)µ ±
2� [2]. The vertical dashed line indicates the limit beyond
which the hypothesis B(Z0 ! ��̄) ⇡ 1 is not respected in the
negligible �Z0 case.

FIG. 4: Observed 90% C.L. upper limits on the coupling g0

for the vanilla Lµ � L⌧ model as functions of the Z0 mass.
Also shown are previous limits from Belle II [26] and NA64-
e [25] searches for invisible Z0 decays, and from Belle [22],
BaBar [21], and CMS [23] searches for Z0 decays to muons
(at 95% C.L.). The red band shows the region that explains
the muon anomalous magnetic moment (g � 2)µ ± 2� [2].

In summary, we search for an invisibly decaying Z0 bo-
son in the process e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0 using data corre-
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Z' → invisible  

Lμ – Lτ gauge boson Z' couples only to

2nd and 3rd generation leptons

● Avoids stringent existing limits on electron and
quark couplings

● Could explain (g-2)μ and other flavour anomalies

● Z' → νν process (mostly relevant for mZ' < 2mμ).
More generally Z' could be mediator to dark sector,

coupling to dark χ via Z' → χχ      

Z' produced by “Z'-strahlung” process
from final-state muon 

● Previous limits by BABAR and Belle on Z' → μ+ μ- 

Z' reconstructed in recoil of di-muon pair

● 2-track trigger w/ muon pT
μ  > 0.4 GeV/c 

● No extra energy (γ,π0) present in the event    

e+ e- → μ+ μ- + Emiss

Lμ-L𝜏 model 

- new gauge boson Z' 
interacts with only the 2nd 
and 3rd gen. leptons 

- can address observed g-2 
and rare B decays anomalies

(*) vanilla model (Z’→vv)(*) fully invisible model (Z’→DMDM)

first direct-search results excluding a fully invisible Z’ 
as (g-2) anomaly explanation for 0.8 < MZ’ < 5.0 GeV

Belle II: PRL130(2023)
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0 ! invisible decays of the bremsstrahlung A0s produced in the
reaction eZ ! eZA0 of 100 GeV e� incident on the active ECAL target in 2021-2022 runs.

HCAL4 was used to reject beam electrons accompanied
by neural secondaries.
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FIG. 2. The measured distribution of events in the
(EECAL;EHCAL) plane after applying all selection criteria.
The shaded area is the signal box, with the size along the
EHCAL axis increased for illustration purposes. The side
bands A and C are the ones used for the background esti-
mate inside the signal region.

Our data were collected in several runs, during two
periods with the trigger requiring the ECAL energy
EECAL . 90 GeV. The first period had 2.83 ⇥ 1011

electrons on target (EOT) accumulated during 2016-2018
runs ( (hereafter called respectively runs I-III) [47, 48].
The second, with 2021 run (run IV) [67] and 2022 run
(run V), had 6.54 ⇥ 1011 EOT collected with the beam
intensity in the range ' (5� 7)⇥ 106 e� per spill. Data
with a total of 9.37 ⇥ 1011 EOT from these five runs
were processed with selection criteria and combined as

described below.
A Geant4 [68, 69] based Monte Carlo (MC) simulation

package DMG4 [70] is used to study the performance of
the detector, signal acceptance, and background level, as
well as the analysis procedure including selection of cuts
and sensitivity estimate. To maximize the signal accep-
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FIG. 3. The NA64 90% C.L. exclusion region in the (mA0 , ✏)
plane. Constraints from the E787 and E949 [41, 42], BABAR
[49] and NA62 [50] experiments, from the consideration of
the anomalous magnetic moment of electron ↵e [51–54], as
well as the favored area explaining the ↵µ anomaly with the
A0 contribution [10] are also shown. For more limits from
indirect searches and planned measurements; see, e.g., Refs.
[28–30].

tance and to minimize background, the following selec-
tion criteria were used: (i) The incoming track should
have the momentum 100± 10 GeV. (ii) The track angle
with respect to the deflected beam axis should be within
3 mrad to reject large angle events from the upstream
e� interactions. (iii) The detected SR energy should be
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FIG. 4. The top row shows the NA64 limits in the (y;m�) plane obtained for ↵D = 0.5 (left panel) and ↵D = 0.1 (right panel)
assuming mA0 = 3m�, from the full 2016-2022 data set. The bottom row shows the NA64 constraints in the (↵D;m�) plane
on the pseudo-Dirac (left panel) and Majorana (right panel) DM. The limits are shown in comparison with bounds obtained
in Refs.[22–24, 28, 29] from the results of the LSND [21, 43], E137 [44], MiniBooNE [46], BABAR [49], COHERENT [78],
and direct detection [79] experiments. The favored parameters to account for the observed relic DM density for the scalar,
pseudo-Dirac and Majorana type of light DM are shown as the lowest solid line in top plots; see, e.g. [38].

each ith entry in Eq.(3) are simulated and reconstructed
with the same selection criteria and e�ciency corrections
as for the data sample from run i. The combined 90%
C.L. exclusion limits on ✏ as a function of the A0 mass,
calculated by taking into account the estimated back-
grounds and systematic errors ⇠ 15% for the ✏iA0 domi-
nated by the ⇠ 10% uncertainty in the A0 yield [47] can
be seen in Fig. 3.

Using obtained limits, Eqs.(1) and (2), one can get
constraints on the LDM models, which are shown in the
(y;m�) and (↵D;m�) planes in Fig. 4 for m� . 1 GeV.
The favored y parameter curves for scalar, pseudo-Dirac
(with a small splitting) and Majorana scenario of LDM
obtained by taking into account the observed relic DM
density [38] are also shown on the same plot. One can
see that our results are already starting to probe the
y;m� parameter space predicted for the benchmark val-
ues ↵D = 0.1 and mA0 = 3m� [29, 30] providing the

best limits in comparison with bounds from other ex-
periments. Note, that choice of ↵D = 0.5 value is still
compatible with the constraints obtained from consider-
ation of the running ↵D [72, 80]. The limits on ↵D for
the case of pseudo-Dirac fermions shown in Fig. 4 (left
panel in the bottom row) were calculated by taking the
value f = 0.25, while for the Majorana case (right panel)
the value f = 3 in Eq.(2) was used, see Ref.[48].

In summary, with the combined statistics of the 2016-
2022 runs, NA64 started probing the very exciting region
of parameter space predicted by benchmark LDM sce-
narios. Using the missing energy technique, NA64 places
stringent bounds on ✏, y, ↵D which are one or more or-
ders more sensitive than the other searches in the mass
range 0.001 . mA0 . 0.35 GeV [10]. The scalar and
Majorana models for the coupling ↵D  0.1, the mass
range 0.001 . m� . 0.1 GeV and 3m�  mA0 are ex-
cluded. Further detector upgrade will enable improve-

results already 
starting to probe 
the y, mDM space 
predicted for αD , 

mDM/mA’ 

benchmarks

NA64: arXiv:2307.02404

https://arxiv.org/abs/2307.02404
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0 ! invisible decays of the bremsstrahlung A0s produced in the
reaction eZ ! eZA0 of 100 GeV e� incident on the active ECAL target in 2021-2022 runs.

HCAL4 was used to reject beam electrons accompanied
by neural secondaries.
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FIG. 2. The measured distribution of events in the
(EECAL;EHCAL) plane after applying all selection criteria.
The shaded area is the signal box, with the size along the
EHCAL axis increased for illustration purposes. The side
bands A and C are the ones used for the background esti-
mate inside the signal region.

Our data were collected in several runs, during two
periods with the trigger requiring the ECAL energy
EECAL . 90 GeV. The first period had 2.83 ⇥ 1011

electrons on target (EOT) accumulated during 2016-2018
runs ( (hereafter called respectively runs I-III) [47, 48].
The second, with 2021 run (run IV) [67] and 2022 run
(run V), had 6.54 ⇥ 1011 EOT collected with the beam
intensity in the range ' (5� 7)⇥ 106 e� per spill. Data
with a total of 9.37 ⇥ 1011 EOT from these five runs
were processed with selection criteria and combined as

described below.
A Geant4 [68, 69] based Monte Carlo (MC) simulation

package DMG4 [70] is used to study the performance of
the detector, signal acceptance, and background level, as
well as the analysis procedure including selection of cuts
and sensitivity estimate. To maximize the signal accep-
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FIG. 3. The NA64 90% C.L. exclusion region in the (mA0 , ✏)
plane. Constraints from the E787 and E949 [41, 42], BABAR
[49] and NA62 [50] experiments, from the consideration of
the anomalous magnetic moment of electron ↵e [51–54], as
well as the favored area explaining the ↵µ anomaly with the
A0 contribution [10] are also shown. For more limits from
indirect searches and planned measurements; see, e.g., Refs.
[28–30].

tance and to minimize background, the following selec-
tion criteria were used: (i) The incoming track should
have the momentum 100± 10 GeV. (ii) The track angle
with respect to the deflected beam axis should be within
3 mrad to reject large angle events from the upstream
e� interactions. (iii) The detected SR energy should be
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FIG. 4. The top row shows the NA64 limits in the (y;m�) plane obtained for ↵D = 0.5 (left panel) and ↵D = 0.1 (right panel)
assuming mA0 = 3m�, from the full 2016-2022 data set. The bottom row shows the NA64 constraints in the (↵D;m�) plane
on the pseudo-Dirac (left panel) and Majorana (right panel) DM. The limits are shown in comparison with bounds obtained
in Refs.[22–24, 28, 29] from the results of the LSND [21, 43], E137 [44], MiniBooNE [46], BABAR [49], COHERENT [78],
and direct detection [79] experiments. The favored parameters to account for the observed relic DM density for the scalar,
pseudo-Dirac and Majorana type of light DM are shown as the lowest solid line in top plots; see, e.g. [38].

each ith entry in Eq.(3) are simulated and reconstructed
with the same selection criteria and e�ciency corrections
as for the data sample from run i. The combined 90%
C.L. exclusion limits on ✏ as a function of the A0 mass,
calculated by taking into account the estimated back-
grounds and systematic errors ⇠ 15% for the ✏iA0 domi-
nated by the ⇠ 10% uncertainty in the A0 yield [47] can
be seen in Fig. 3.

Using obtained limits, Eqs.(1) and (2), one can get
constraints on the LDM models, which are shown in the
(y;m�) and (↵D;m�) planes in Fig. 4 for m� . 1 GeV.
The favored y parameter curves for scalar, pseudo-Dirac
(with a small splitting) and Majorana scenario of LDM
obtained by taking into account the observed relic DM
density [38] are also shown on the same plot. One can
see that our results are already starting to probe the
y;m� parameter space predicted for the benchmark val-
ues ↵D = 0.1 and mA0 = 3m� [29, 30] providing the

best limits in comparison with bounds from other ex-
periments. Note, that choice of ↵D = 0.5 value is still
compatible with the constraints obtained from consider-
ation of the running ↵D [72, 80]. The limits on ↵D for
the case of pseudo-Dirac fermions shown in Fig. 4 (left
panel in the bottom row) were calculated by taking the
value f = 0.25, while for the Majorana case (right panel)
the value f = 3 in Eq.(2) was used, see Ref.[48].

In summary, with the combined statistics of the 2016-
2022 runs, NA64 started probing the very exciting region
of parameter space predicted by benchmark LDM sce-
narios. Using the missing energy technique, NA64 places
stringent bounds on ✏, y, ↵D which are one or more or-
ders more sensitive than the other searches in the mass
range 0.001 . mA0 . 0.35 GeV [10]. The scalar and
Majorana models for the coupling ↵D  0.1, the mass
range 0.001 . m� . 0.1 GeV and 3m�  mA0 are ex-
cluded. Further detector upgrade will enable improve-
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Figure 2 – The 90% confidence level exclusion contour in the dark photon model parameter space. Regions
excluded by previous experiments are shown in grey12. The red line shows the region of parameter space which
yields the correct dark matter relic density, with the assumptions discussed in the main text.

by the detection of the muon and absorption of the hadrons in the FASER⌫ tungsten. The
background is estimated to be (2.2 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�4 events based on low energy events with two
and three reconstructed tracks with di↵erent veto scintillator conditions. Background events
from undetected muons are negligible as each of the five scintillator layers have a MIP-detection
e�ciency measured in data to be more than 99.9998%. Similarly, backgrounds from cosmic ray
events and non-collision beam backgrounds have been studied and found to be negligible.

Figure 1 shows the calorimeter energy distribution after di↵erent stages in the event selection.
No data events remain after just requiring no signal in the veto layers and at least one track
in the fiducial region. Given that no events are observed, the results are used to set exclusion
limits on dark photons at 90% confidence level. Figure 2 shows the exclusion limit in the signal
parameter space. The analysis excludes signal models in the range ✏ ⇠ 1 ⇥ 10�5 � 2 ⇥ 10�4 and
masses ⇠ 10 MeV � 80 MeV, and provides exclusion for previously viable models in the range
✏ ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�5 � 1 ⇥ 10�4 and masses ⇠ 17 MeV � 70 MeV. Figure 2 also includes an example
thermal relic contour 11, obtained for the scenario where the dark photons couple to a light
complex scalar dark matter field �, demonstrating that FASER is sensitive to dark photons in
a cosmologically interesting region of parameter space.

4 Observation of Neutrino Interactions

Until now no neutrino produced at a particle collider has ever been directly detected. Colliders
copiously produce both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos of all flavors, and they do so in a range of
very high energies where neutrino interactions have not yet been observed. Nevertheless, collider
neutrinos have escaped detection, because they interact extremely weakly, and the highest energy
neutrinos, which have the largest probability of interacting, are predominantly produced in the
forward region, parallel to the beam line. In 2021, the FASER collaboration identified the
first collider neutrino candidates 13 using a 29 kg pilot detector, highlighting the potential of
discovering collider neutrinos in LHC collisions.

The presented search targets ⌫µ and ⌫µ charged-current interactions in the tungsten/emulsion
detector. Such interactions will produce a high-momentum muon that can be reconstructed in
the three stations of the FASER tracking spectrometer as well as increased activity in the sec-
ond veto scintillator station and in the IFT tracking station from secondary particles produced

Figure 1 – The calorimeter energy distribution after various levels of selections for data and expected signal
for three representative signal models. (top left) after a reconstructed track requirement; (top right) after a
reconstructed track requirement, and with no signal in the veto scintillators; (bottom left) after a fiducial track
requirement and no veto scintillator signal; (bottom right) after a fiducial two track requirement and no veto
scintillator signal.

at the LHC through neutral pion decays to A0�, but ⌘ ! A0� decays and dark bremsstrahlung
pp ! ppA0 also contribute. In the forward direction, the produced dark photons are highly
energetic which, depending on the coupling and mass, can result in a long decay length. For
EA0 � mA0 � me, the dark photon decay length can be expressed as 1

L = c�⌧� ⇡ (80 m)
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This means a substantial number of these dark photons can decay at the FASER location.
For 1 MeV < mA0 < 211 MeV, the dark photon will decay 100% to an e+e� pair. The analysis
therefore searches for the appearance of a track pair in the decay volume before the spectrometer
with a large energy deposition in the electromagnetic calorimeter.

The search uses simple, robust selection criteria optimized for an early discovery with se-
lections fixed before looking at data in the signal region. All five veto scintillator layers are
required to have no signal, vetoing events with any incoming charged particles or interactions
in the FASER⌫ detector. The timing and pre-shower scintillators layer are required to have
signals consistent with two or more MIPs. Exactly two good quality reconstructed tracks with
momentum above 20 GeV inside a fiducial radius of 95 mm are required. The extrapolations of
both tracks to the first scintillator station are required to have a radius within 95 mm in order
to suppress particles coming at a large angle. Finally at least 500GeV of deposited energy in
the calorimeter is required. This selection results in a typical signal e�ciency of 40-50% for dark
photons decaying inside the decay volume.

The main backgrounds remaining after all selections are estimated to be from neutrino
interactions in the detector and neutral hadrons entering the detector and decaying in the decay
volume. The former is estimated from large simulation samples to be 0.0018±0.0024 events where
most of these originate from neutrino interactions in the timing scintillator. Neutral hadrons
originate from muon interactions in the rock upstream of FASER and are mostly suppressed
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Figure 2 – The 90% confidence level exclusion contour in the dark photon model parameter space. Regions
excluded by previous experiments are shown in grey12. The red line shows the region of parameter space which
yields the correct dark matter relic density, with the assumptions discussed in the main text.

by the detection of the muon and absorption of the hadrons in the FASER⌫ tungsten. The
background is estimated to be (2.2 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�4 events based on low energy events with two
and three reconstructed tracks with di↵erent veto scintillator conditions. Background events
from undetected muons are negligible as each of the five scintillator layers have a MIP-detection
e�ciency measured in data to be more than 99.9998%. Similarly, backgrounds from cosmic ray
events and non-collision beam backgrounds have been studied and found to be negligible.

Figure 1 shows the calorimeter energy distribution after di↵erent stages in the event selection.
No data events remain after just requiring no signal in the veto layers and at least one track
in the fiducial region. Given that no events are observed, the results are used to set exclusion
limits on dark photons at 90% confidence level. Figure 2 shows the exclusion limit in the signal
parameter space. The analysis excludes signal models in the range ✏ ⇠ 1 ⇥ 10�5 � 2 ⇥ 10�4 and
masses ⇠ 10 MeV � 80 MeV, and provides exclusion for previously viable models in the range
✏ ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�5 � 1 ⇥ 10�4 and masses ⇠ 17 MeV � 70 MeV. Figure 2 also includes an example
thermal relic contour 11, obtained for the scenario where the dark photons couple to a light
complex scalar dark matter field �, demonstrating that FASER is sensitive to dark photons in
a cosmologically interesting region of parameter space.

4 Observation of Neutrino Interactions

Until now no neutrino produced at a particle collider has ever been directly detected. Colliders
copiously produce both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos of all flavors, and they do so in a range of
very high energies where neutrino interactions have not yet been observed. Nevertheless, collider
neutrinos have escaped detection, because they interact extremely weakly, and the highest energy
neutrinos, which have the largest probability of interacting, are predominantly produced in the
forward region, parallel to the beam line. In 2021, the FASER collaboration identified the
first collider neutrino candidates 13 using a 29 kg pilot detector, highlighting the potential of
discovering collider neutrinos in LHC collisions.

The presented search targets ⌫µ and ⌫µ charged-current interactions in the tungsten/emulsion
detector. Such interactions will produce a high-momentum muon that can be reconstructed in
the three stations of the FASER tracking spectrometer as well as increased activity in the sec-
ond veto scintillator station and in the IFT tracking station from secondary particles produced

Figure 1 – The calorimeter energy distribution after various levels of selections for data and expected signal
for three representative signal models. (top left) after a reconstructed track requirement; (top right) after a
reconstructed track requirement, and with no signal in the veto scintillators; (bottom left) after a fiducial track
requirement and no veto scintillator signal; (bottom right) after a fiducial two track requirement and no veto
scintillator signal.
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This means a substantial number of these dark photons can decay at the FASER location.
For 1 MeV < mA0 < 211 MeV, the dark photon will decay 100% to an e+e� pair. The analysis
therefore searches for the appearance of a track pair in the decay volume before the spectrometer
with a large energy deposition in the electromagnetic calorimeter.

The search uses simple, robust selection criteria optimized for an early discovery with se-
lections fixed before looking at data in the signal region. All five veto scintillator layers are
required to have no signal, vetoing events with any incoming charged particles or interactions
in the FASER⌫ detector. The timing and pre-shower scintillators layer are required to have
signals consistent with two or more MIPs. Exactly two good quality reconstructed tracks with
momentum above 20 GeV inside a fiducial radius of 95 mm are required. The extrapolations of
both tracks to the first scintillator station are required to have a radius within 95 mm in order
to suppress particles coming at a large angle. Finally at least 500GeV of deposited energy in
the calorimeter is required. This selection results in a typical signal e�ciency of 40-50% for dark
photons decaying inside the decay volume.

The main backgrounds remaining after all selections are estimated to be from neutrino
interactions in the detector and neutral hadrons entering the detector and decaying in the decay
volume. The former is estimated from large simulation samples to be 0.0018±0.0024 events where
most of these originate from neutrino interactions in the timing scintillator. Neutral hadrons
originate from muon interactions in the rock upstream of FASER and are mostly suppressed
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expected background-only prediction is 1.9! 0.8 candi-
date events.
In the beam-on dataset, we observe two candidates in the

signal region. We reject one candidate because its flash time
of 5.84 μs lies in the window between the start of the
selection time (5.8 μs) and the start of the neutrino
interactions (6.1 μs), making it an obvious cosmic back-
ground interaction. This post-selection cut only affects the
cosmic background, reducing the cosmic acceptance by
2.7%, with negligible effect on the sensitivity. When we
manually inspect the TPC readout of the other candidate
event, the two objects have the characteristics of a proton
and a photon, and so, it is likely to be a neutrino-induced
background.
With one observed event, we set the 95% C.L. upper

limit on the Higgs portal model presented in Fig. 2. The
observed and expected limits for several scalar boson
masses are enumerated in Table III and, for a wider range
of masses, in the Supplemental Material [31]. The upper
limit is compared with θKCV, along with other experimental
limits, in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, we present our result as a model-
independent limit on a new boson X produced in
Kþ → πþX decays, and decaying to eþe− pairs, for X
masses in the range ½100; 210$ MeV=c2.
The limit presented in this publication rules out the

remaining Higgs portal model parameter space required to

explain the central value of a mild excess in KOTO at the
95% confidence level. Our limit is the most constraining for
mS ≈ ð120 − 160Þ MeV=c2 and is directly derived from
our own experimental data. The previous most stringent
constraints in this range were reinterpretations of decades-
old CHARM [6,33] and LSND [32] measurements, per-
formed recently by independent authors without access to
the raw experimental data. We have ≈2 × 1021 POT of as-
yet unprocessed NuMI data along with ≈1 × 1021 POT of
currently blinded BNB data that we will analyze in the
future and expect improved sensitivities [2].
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FIG. 2. The 95% confidence level sensitivity and observed limit
of this search to the Higgs portal model parameter θ.
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FIG. 3. The MicroBooNE 95% C.L. upper limit (shaded) in the
context of the model parameter θKCV required to explain the
central value of 1.78 counts in KOTO (dotted line), and exclusion
contours from other experiments (solid lines; regions above the
lines are excluded). The KOTO central value is adapted from
Ref. [6] and scaled by

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð3 − 1.22Þ=3

p
to reflect updated back-

ground estimates from the KOTO collaboration [4]. The limits for
E949 [8] and NA62 [9] are published by the collaborations,
whereas the CHARM [6] and LSND [32] limits are reinterpre-
tations of other searches.

TABLE III. Observed (obs.) and expected [median (med.), !1,
2 standard deviation] 95% C.L. upper limits on the Higgs portal
parameter θ for several scalar boson masses.

mS
(MeV=c2)

Obs. limit
(10−4)

Expected limits (10−4)

−2 s.d. −1 s.d. med. þ1 s.d. þ2 s.d.

120 4.0 3.7 3.9 4.2 4.9 7.6
140 3.7 3.4 3.6 3.9 4.5 7.1
160 3.4 3.2 3.3 3.6 4.2 6.5
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FIG. 4. Model-independent upper limits on the product of the
production and decay branching ratios of a new boson X as a
function of the X boson lifetime τX and mass mX .
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The limit presented in this publication rules out the
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explain the central value of a mild excess in KOTO at the
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old CHARM [6,33] and LSND [32] measurements, per-
formed recently by independent authors without access to
the raw experimental data. We have ≈2 × 1021 POT of as-
yet unprocessed NuMI data along with ≈1 × 1021 POT of
currently blinded BNB data that we will analyze in the
future and expect improved sensitivities [2].
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Complementarity to discover DM  
luminosity: determines size of coupling that can be probed 

energy: determines probed mass range 

invisible/visible: directly probe DM or explore mediator 

Complementarity:  

- results often presented in terms of different mediator 
masses, notation and model assumptions 

- concerted effort to align models, representation to exploit 
complementary between energy- and intensity-
frontiers to discover DM/dark-sector

Complementarity with direct-detection also essential:  

- accelerator-based directly characterize particle properties 
of produced DM, explore relativistic DM production 

- direct detection explores a combination of DM properties 
with their cosmological abundance, probe non- 
relativistic scattering 

- different type of interactions can be suppressed or 

enhanced based on velocity → complementarity
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Figure 2
Dark photon decay into visible !nal states: ε versus mA′ . Filled areas indicate existing limits from searches at
collider/!xed-target experiments [A1 (114), LHCb (115), CMS (116), BaBar (117), and NA48/2 (122)] and
old beam dump experiments [E774 (65), E141 (64), E137 (63, 103, 123)), NuCal (66, 67), and CHARM
(124)]. Bounds from supernovae (125) and (g − 2)e (44) are also included. Colored curves indicate projections
for existing and proposed experiments: Belle II (105), LHCb upgrade (126, 127), NA62 in dump mode (14)
and NA64++

e (81), FASER and FASER 2 (91), DarkQuest (85), HPS (128), Mu3e (130), and HL-LHC (131).
Figure adapted with permission from Reference 112; copyright 2021 Springer Nature Switzerland AG.

in dump mode (14) and NA64++
e (81) at the SPS, FASER and FASER 2 (91) at the LHC, Dark-

Quest (85) at Fermilab, HPS (128) at Jefferson Lab, DarkMESA (129) at Mainz, and the Mu3e
experiment at PSI (130). For masses above ∼100 GeV, projections are obtained for ATLAS/CMS
during the high-luminosity phase of the LHC (131).

From Figure 2 it is apparent that collider-based and beam dump experiments cover a fully
complementary region in the parameter space: Collider experiments are mostly sensitive to rel-
atively large couplings and masses, and beam dump experiments are sensitive to lower couplings
and masses below the order of a few GeV. The motivated range for ε of 10−5 to 10−3 and masses
less than 1 GeV will be covered in the short future mostly by LHCb, HPS, and Mu3e. Proton
beam dump experiments (NA62 in dump mode, DarkQuest, and possibly SHiP) will push the
exploration below ε ∼ 10−5.

5.1.3. Millicharged particle production. Millicharged particles arise, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.2, in the case of a massless dark photon because the rotation of the mixing term leaves
the photon coupled to the dark sector particles χ with strength εe′. Searches are accordingly pa-
rameterized in terms of the mass mχ and the electromagnetic coupling (modulated by ε) of the
supposedly millicharged dark sector particle.

The physics of stellar evolution for horizontal branches, red giants, and white dwarves (132),
together with supernovae (133), provides bounds in the region of small masses (mχ < 1 MeV). In
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Quest (85) at Fermilab, HPS (128) at Jefferson Lab, DarkMESA (129) at Mainz, and the Mu3e
experiment at PSI (130). For masses above ∼100 GeV, projections are obtained for ATLAS/CMS
during the high-luminosity phase of the LHC (131).

From Figure 2 it is apparent that collider-based and beam dump experiments cover a fully
complementary region in the parameter space: Collider experiments are mostly sensitive to rel-
atively large couplings and masses, and beam dump experiments are sensitive to lower couplings
and masses below the order of a few GeV. The motivated range for ε of 10−5 to 10−3 and masses
less than 1 GeV will be covered in the short future mostly by LHCb, HPS, and Mu3e. Proton
beam dump experiments (NA62 in dump mode, DarkQuest, and possibly SHiP) will push the
exploration below ε ∼ 10−5.

5.1.3. Millicharged particle production. Millicharged particles arise, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.2, in the case of a massless dark photon because the rotation of the mixing term leaves
the photon coupled to the dark sector particles χ with strength εe′. Searches are accordingly pa-
rameterized in terms of the mass mχ and the electromagnetic coupling (modulated by ε) of the
supposedly millicharged dark sector particle.

The physics of stellar evolution for horizontal branches, red giants, and white dwarves (132),
together with supernovae (133), provides bounds in the region of small masses (mχ < 1 MeV). In
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Complementarity with direct-detection also essential:  

- accelerator-based directly characterize particle properties 
of produced DM, explore relativistic DM production 

- direct detection explores a combination of DM properties 
with their cosmological abundance, probe non- 
relativistic scattering 

- different type of interactions can be suppressed or 

enhanced based on velocity → complementarity
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Complementarity to discover DM  
luminosity: determines size of coupling that can be probed 

energy: determines probed mass range 

invisible/visible: directly probe DM or explore mediator 

Complementarity:  

- results often presented in terms of different mediator 
masses, notation and model assumptions 

- concerted effort to align models, representation to exploit 
complementary between energy- and intensity-
frontiers to discover DM/dark-sector

Dark photon model
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Figure 2
Dark photon decay into visible !nal states: ε versus mA′ . Filled areas indicate existing limits from searches at
collider/!xed-target experiments [A1 (114), LHCb (115), CMS (116), BaBar (117), and NA48/2 (122)] and
old beam dump experiments [E774 (65), E141 (64), E137 (63, 103, 123)), NuCal (66, 67), and CHARM
(124)]. Bounds from supernovae (125) and (g − 2)e (44) are also included. Colored curves indicate projections
for existing and proposed experiments: Belle II (105), LHCb upgrade (126, 127), NA62 in dump mode (14)
and NA64++

e (81), FASER and FASER 2 (91), DarkQuest (85), HPS (128), Mu3e (130), and HL-LHC (131).
Figure adapted with permission from Reference 112; copyright 2021 Springer Nature Switzerland AG.

in dump mode (14) and NA64++
e (81) at the SPS, FASER and FASER 2 (91) at the LHC, Dark-

Quest (85) at Fermilab, HPS (128) at Jefferson Lab, DarkMESA (129) at Mainz, and the Mu3e
experiment at PSI (130). For masses above ∼100 GeV, projections are obtained for ATLAS/CMS
during the high-luminosity phase of the LHC (131).

From Figure 2 it is apparent that collider-based and beam dump experiments cover a fully
complementary region in the parameter space: Collider experiments are mostly sensitive to rel-
atively large couplings and masses, and beam dump experiments are sensitive to lower couplings
and masses below the order of a few GeV. The motivated range for ε of 10−5 to 10−3 and masses
less than 1 GeV will be covered in the short future mostly by LHCb, HPS, and Mu3e. Proton
beam dump experiments (NA62 in dump mode, DarkQuest, and possibly SHiP) will push the
exploration below ε ∼ 10−5.

5.1.3. Millicharged particle production. Millicharged particles arise, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.2, in the case of a massless dark photon because the rotation of the mixing term leaves
the photon coupled to the dark sector particles χ with strength εe′. Searches are accordingly pa-
rameterized in terms of the mass mχ and the electromagnetic coupling (modulated by ε) of the
supposedly millicharged dark sector particle.

The physics of stellar evolution for horizontal branches, red giants, and white dwarves (132),
together with supernovae (133), provides bounds in the region of small masses (mχ < 1 MeV). In
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Complementarity with direct-detection also essential:  

- accelerator-based directly characterize particle properties 
of produced DM, explore relativistic DM production 

- direct detection explores a combination of DM properties 
with their cosmological abundance, probe non- 
relativistic scattering 

- different type of interactions can be suppressed or 

enhanced based on velocity → complementarity

Important to identify common benchmarks to better exploit complementarity
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DM nature 
(large region of parameter 

space of DM models excluded)

assume interaction 
with SM

DM/dark-sector production

benchmark models to 
interpret the results

different interactions/signature 
investigated 

Rich DM physics program at high-energy and high-intensity experiments 

- essential complementarity among experiments and with non-collider searches 
- inputs from various signatures (mono-X, resonances, H→inv, visible, …) 

Many new results/experiments expected in the near future!
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space of DM models excluded)
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with SM
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different interactions/signature 
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Rich DM physics program at high-energy and high-intensity experiments 

- essential complementarity among experiments and with non-collider searches 
- inputs from various signatures (mono-X, resonances, H→inv, visible, …) 

Many new results/experiments expected in the near future!
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DM nature 
(large region of parameter 

space of DM models excluded)

assume interaction 
with SM

DM/dark-sector production
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different interactions/signature 
investigated 

Rich DM physics program at high-energy and high-intensity experiments 

- essential complementarity among experiments and with non-collider searches 
- inputs from various signatures (mono-X, resonances, H→inv, visible, …) 

Many new results/experiments expected in the near future!
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DM nature 
(large region of parameter 

space of DM models excluded)

assume interaction 
with SM

DM/dark-sector production

benchmark models to 
interpret the results

different interactions/signature 
investigated 

Rich DM physics program at high-energy and high-intensity experiments 

- essential complementarity among experiments and with non-collider searches 
- inputs from various signatures (mono-X, resonances, H→inv, visible, …) 

Many new results/experiments expected in the near future!
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Rich DM physics program at high-energy and high-intensity experiments 

- essential complementarity among experiments and with non-collider searches 
- inputs from various signatures (mono-X, resonances, H→inv, visible, …) 

Many new results/experiments expected in the near future!

DM nature 
(large region of parameter 

space of DM models excluded)

assume interaction 
with SM

DM/dark-sector production

benchmark models to 
interpret the results

different interactions/signature 
investigated 
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Rich DM physics program at high-energy and high-intensity experiments 

- essential complementarity among experiments and with non-collider searches 
- inputs from various signatures (mono-X, resonances, H→inv, visible, …) 

Many new results/experiments expected in the near future!

DM nature 
(large region of parameter 

space of DM models excluded)

assume interaction 
with SM

DM/dark-sector production

benchmark models to 
interpret the results

CMS new data result for LLP 
  made in Vienna (HEPHY group) :)

8. Summary 21
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Figure 15: The 95% CL upper limits on B(H ! ZDZD) as a function of ct(ZD) in the HAHM
model, for m(ZD) ranging from (upper left) 10 GeV to (lower right) 60 GeV, obtained in this
analysis, the Run 2 analysis [6], and their combination. The observed limits in this analysis and
in the Run 2 analysis [6] are shown as blue and red curves, respectively; the combined expected
limits are shown as dashed black curves; and the combined observed limits are shown as solid
black curves. The green and yellow bands correspond, respectively, to the 68 and 95% quantiles
for the combined expected limits.
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2m
𝛘=

mZ’v

boson fusion (VBF) followed by the Higgs boson decay into DM particles can also lead to events with
large Emiss

T and two or more jets. Especially the ggH signal has a contribution comparable to or even
stronger than the VH process, since its cross section is about 20 times larger and the jets originating from
initial state radiation are more central than in the VBF process. The free parameter of this model is the
branching ratio BH!inv.. The cross sections for the di�erent Higgs boson production modes are taken to
be given by the SM predictions.
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Figure 1: Examples of dark matter particle (�) pair-production (a) in association with a W or Z boson in a simplified
model with a vector mediator Z 0 between the dark sector and the SM [20]; (b) via decay of the Higgs boson H
produced in association with the vector boson [9–13]; (c) in association with a final-state Z 0 boson via an additional
heavy dark-sector fermion (�2) [15] or (d) via a dark-sector Higgs boson (hD) [15].

Two signal models describe DM production in the mono-Z 0 final state [15]. Both models contain a
Z 0 boson in the final state; the Z 0 boson is allowed to decay only hadronically. The Z 0

! tt̄ decay
channel, kinematically allowed for very heavy Z 0 resonances, is expected to contribute only negligibly to
the selected signal events and therefore the branching ratio BZ0!t t̄ is set to zero. In the first model, the
so-called dark-fermion model, the intermediate Z 0 boson couples to a heavier dark-sector fermion �2 as
well as the lighter DM candidate fermion �1, see Figure 1(c). The mass m�2 of the heavy fermion �2 is a
free parameter of the model, in addition to the DM candidate mass m�1 , the mediator mass mZ0, and the Z 0

couplings to �1�2 (gDM) and to all SM particles (gSM). The total Z 0 and �2 decay widths are determined
by the choice of the mass and coupling parameter values, assuming that the only allowed decay modes are
�2 ! Z 0�1, Z 0

! qq̄ and Z 0
! �2�1. Under these assumptions the decay widths are small compared to

the experimental dijet and large-radius-jet mass resolutions. In the second, so-called dark-Higgs model,
a dark-sector Higgs boson hD which decays to a �� pair is radiated from the Z 0 boson as illustrated in
Figure 1(d). The masses mhD , m�, mZ0 and the constants gSM and gDM are free parameters of the model.
The latter is defined as the coupling of the dark Higgs boson hD to the vector boson Z 0. Similar to the
dark-fermion model, the total decay widths of the Z 0 and hD bosons are determined by the values of the
mass and coupling parameters, assuming that the Z 0 boson can only decay into quarks or radiate an hD

4

gq=0.25

gDM=1

Simplified vector model

Vector mediator, Dirac DM 
gq = 0.25, gl = 0, g𝛘= 1

low sensitivity to off-shell region due to strong 
reduction of production cross-section 

Can we recover the sensitivity? 

 

ATLAS: ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018

also ATLAS 2HSM+a combination: arXiv:2306.00641

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2306.00641.pdf
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boson fusion (VBF) followed by the Higgs boson decay into DM particles can also lead to events with
large Emiss

T and two or more jets. Especially the ggH signal has a contribution comparable to or even
stronger than the VH process, since its cross section is about 20 times larger and the jets originating from
initial state radiation are more central than in the VBF process. The free parameter of this model is the
branching ratio BH!inv.. The cross sections for the di�erent Higgs boson production modes are taken to
be given by the SM predictions.
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Figure 1: Examples of dark matter particle (�) pair-production (a) in association with a W or Z boson in a simplified
model with a vector mediator Z 0 between the dark sector and the SM [20]; (b) via decay of the Higgs boson H
produced in association with the vector boson [9–13]; (c) in association with a final-state Z 0 boson via an additional
heavy dark-sector fermion (�2) [15] or (d) via a dark-sector Higgs boson (hD) [15].

Two signal models describe DM production in the mono-Z 0 final state [15]. Both models contain a
Z 0 boson in the final state; the Z 0 boson is allowed to decay only hadronically. The Z 0

! tt̄ decay
channel, kinematically allowed for very heavy Z 0 resonances, is expected to contribute only negligibly to
the selected signal events and therefore the branching ratio BZ0!t t̄ is set to zero. In the first model, the
so-called dark-fermion model, the intermediate Z 0 boson couples to a heavier dark-sector fermion �2 as
well as the lighter DM candidate fermion �1, see Figure 1(c). The mass m�2 of the heavy fermion �2 is a
free parameter of the model, in addition to the DM candidate mass m�1 , the mediator mass mZ0, and the Z 0

couplings to �1�2 (gDM) and to all SM particles (gSM). The total Z 0 and �2 decay widths are determined
by the choice of the mass and coupling parameter values, assuming that the only allowed decay modes are
�2 ! Z 0�1, Z 0

! qq̄ and Z 0
! �2�1. Under these assumptions the decay widths are small compared to

the experimental dijet and large-radius-jet mass resolutions. In the second, so-called dark-Higgs model,
a dark-sector Higgs boson hD which decays to a �� pair is radiated from the Z 0 boson as illustrated in
Figure 1(d). The masses mhD , m�, mZ0 and the constants gSM and gDM are free parameters of the model.
The latter is defined as the coupling of the dark Higgs boson hD to the vector boson Z 0. Similar to the
dark-fermion model, the total decay widths of the Z 0 and hD bosons are determined by the values of the
mass and coupling parameters, assuming that the Z 0 boson can only decay into quarks or radiate an hD
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low sensitivity to off-shell region due to strong 
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Can we recover the sensitivity? visible decays
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ATLAS: ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018/
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boson fusion (VBF) followed by the Higgs boson decay into DM particles can also lead to events with
large Emiss

T and two or more jets. Especially the ggH signal has a contribution comparable to or even
stronger than the VH process, since its cross section is about 20 times larger and the jets originating from
initial state radiation are more central than in the VBF process. The free parameter of this model is the
branching ratio BH!inv.. The cross sections for the di�erent Higgs boson production modes are taken to
be given by the SM predictions.
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Figure 1: Examples of dark matter particle (�) pair-production (a) in association with a W or Z boson in a simplified
model with a vector mediator Z 0 between the dark sector and the SM [20]; (b) via decay of the Higgs boson H
produced in association with the vector boson [9–13]; (c) in association with a final-state Z 0 boson via an additional
heavy dark-sector fermion (�2) [15] or (d) via a dark-sector Higgs boson (hD) [15].

Two signal models describe DM production in the mono-Z 0 final state [15]. Both models contain a
Z 0 boson in the final state; the Z 0 boson is allowed to decay only hadronically. The Z 0

! tt̄ decay
channel, kinematically allowed for very heavy Z 0 resonances, is expected to contribute only negligibly to
the selected signal events and therefore the branching ratio BZ0!t t̄ is set to zero. In the first model, the
so-called dark-fermion model, the intermediate Z 0 boson couples to a heavier dark-sector fermion �2 as
well as the lighter DM candidate fermion �1, see Figure 1(c). The mass m�2 of the heavy fermion �2 is a
free parameter of the model, in addition to the DM candidate mass m�1 , the mediator mass mZ0, and the Z 0

couplings to �1�2 (gDM) and to all SM particles (gSM). The total Z 0 and �2 decay widths are determined
by the choice of the mass and coupling parameter values, assuming that the only allowed decay modes are
�2 ! Z 0�1, Z 0

! qq̄ and Z 0
! �2�1. Under these assumptions the decay widths are small compared to

the experimental dijet and large-radius-jet mass resolutions. In the second, so-called dark-Higgs model,
a dark-sector Higgs boson hD which decays to a �� pair is radiated from the Z 0 boson as illustrated in
Figure 1(d). The masses mhD , m�, mZ0 and the constants gSM and gDM are free parameters of the model.
The latter is defined as the coupling of the dark Higgs boson hD to the vector boson Z 0. Similar to the
dark-fermion model, the total decay widths of the Z 0 and hD bosons are determined by the values of the
mass and coupling parameters, assuming that the Z 0 boson can only decay into quarks or radiate an hD
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gq = 0.1

ATLAS: ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018

The invisible through the visible 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018/
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5. Event Selection 5
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Figure 2: The mµµ distribution obtained with the scouting data collected during 2017 and 2018
with two sets of selections: the U(1S)-trained muon identification MVA with the transverse
displacement of vertex less than 0.015 cm (blue), and the J/y-trained muon MVA identification
with the vertex transverse displacement of less than 3.5 standard deviations (red).

efficiencies of the two muons.
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Figure 3: The signal acceptance and reconstruction efficiency are extracted from DY (purple)
and pseudoscalar (cyan) simulations. The occluded region at 3.5–4.5 GeV indicates the transi-
tion between the J/y-trained and U(1S)-trained muon MVA identifications.

10

Figure 6: Observed upper limits at 90% CL on the mixing angle qH for the 2HDM+S scenario
from the CMS search in the mass ranges 1.1–2.6 to 4.2–7.9 GeV (pink). The CMS limits are
compared with the existing limits at 90% CL provided by the LHCb experiment [42] (blue) and
BaBar experiment [12] (gray).

used to identify muons to achieve a higher sensitivity. No significant excess of events above
the expectation from the standard model background is observed. Model-independent limits
on production rates of dimuon resonances within the experimental fiducial acceptance are set.
Competitive limits have been set both in the minimal dark photon and two Higgs doublet plus
scalar models. The squared kinetic mixing coefficient e2 in the dark photon model above 10�6

is mostly excluded in the mass range of the search. In the two Higgs doublet plus scalar model,
the mixing angle sin(qH) above 0.08 is mostly excluded in the mass range of the search with
fixed tan b = 0.5.
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Similar (higher) sensitivity as LHCb at low(high) masses

2HSM+a 
- pseudoscalar a, couplings to 

SM through mixing with Higgs 
doublets (θH, tanβ) 

CMS: EXO-21-005

1 - Selection: resonance appears as peak wrt SM invariant mass

1 opp.-sign μ pair, categories on pT(μμ) 

dedicated μμ trigger: low pT thresholds, high rate, retain 
only 4-momentum, isolation, track information 
muon identification based on MVA techniques 

2 - Bkg:  
- known resonances, D meson decays to kaons (from CR) 

3- Results: fit to µµ invariant mass, upper limits at 90% CL on  
                     mixing coefficient ε

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2851121

